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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by the Fluid Flight Systems
J
Section of Honeywell Inc., Aero Engineering Depart-
ment. It fulfills Contract NAS 4-763 for the NASA
Flight Research Center and constitutes the final engineer-
ing report for that contract. Four progress reports
have been submitted at monthly intervals as required by
Article II (a) of the contract. Copies of the final report
are mlbmitted in accordance with Article II (b).
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ABSTRACT
Advanced concepts for lateral and pitch flight
path stabilization of light aircraft were studied.
A major consideration was the suitability of the
concept configuration for pure-fluid mechaniza-
tion. The concept configurations were evaluated
on an analog simulation of the Cessna 310 air-
plane. Ramp and step wind inputs were used as
disturbances in the e,.ralN_tion. The results of
the study are tabulated and compared with cer-
tain pilot acceptance and ease of mechanization
criteria. __
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SUMMARY
A total of 14 lateral axis flight path control concepts suitable for fluid
mechanization are evaluated with respect to their capability to achieve
specific predetermined primary and secondary design goals. These
design goals are discussed in detail in Appendix A.
The primary design goal is to achieve lateral flight path control which
limits the maximum flight path error to I. 3 miles + 0.04 mi/mph of
cross-course wind change in a 15-minute interval.
A secondary design goal is also specified which seeks to find a simpler
configuration at the cost of an acceptable compromise in performance.
The performance requirement for the secondary goal is to achieve a
significant improvement over the flight path performance of the conven-
tional attitude hold autopilot in the presence of a 20-mph change in cross-
wind velocity.
The lateral flight path configurations studied were classified into the
following groups:
A. Sing!e-Axis Concepts
B° Tight Roll Concepts
Co Biased Heading
D° Dual-Mode
_° :' Constant H ...... " _:-_-. T)_+_
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The "Single-Axis" Concepts are the simplest, employing no attitude loops.
The " Tight Roll" configurations employ a roll control loop but not heading
hold. The remaining three concepts employ both roll and heading attitude
loops. The design and analysis approach employed was to seek a configura-
tion which reduced the effect of lateral wind variation on flight path devia-
tion, since, for the conventional attitude autopilot, this is the largest
cause of lateral flight path error.
In all configurations studied, the effects of cross-course wind variations
are reduced by considerably more than 85 percent (See Table I, Page 93)°
However, such effects as system mistrims, biases, drifts and parameter
variation cause considerably different amounts of lateral path error for
each class of system.
To meet the primary design goal the lateral flight path deviation due to all
effects except lateral wind variation must be less than I. 3 miles in 15
minutes. Only the Biased Heading Hold and Dual-Mode concepts can pos-
sibly achieve this performance in the presence of system mistrims, biases,
ete°, sin(;e these employ both roll and heading hold loops. The most
promising of these configurations was found to be the Biased Heading Hold
concept employing the integral of sideslip feedback.
To achieve the secondary design, goal, the selected configuration must per-
form better than the conventional attitude hold autopilot in the presence of
a 20-mph lateral wind change. The effect of such a wind on the flight path
performance of a perfect attitude hold A/P can be to cause a lateral flight
path error of:
0.25 hrs x 20 mph =
in 15 minutes°
5 miles
20175-FR1
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Thus, a Flight Path Control concept which drastically reduces (or completely
eliminates) the flight path error due to the lateral wind variation can incur
5 miles of lateral deviation due to mistrims, biases, drifts, etc., and still
equal the performance of the conventional attitude autopilot (in the presence
of a 20-mph cross-wind velocity change).
To meet the secondary design goal the lateral deviation or erros due to
mistrims, etc., must therefore be substantially less than 5 miles in 15
minutes and the configuration must be simpler than the Biased Heading Hold
configuration.
The Tight Roll configurations certainly satisfy the requirement for configura-
tion simplicity and conceivably will also satisfy the performance requirement.
The most promising configuration of this group is the "Roll Attitude Control
with Sideslip Feedback g_. The other concepts studied do not meet either
the primary or secondary design goals.
It was recommended that a fluid control system consisting of the Biased
Heading Hold with the integral of sideslip feedback be designed, fabricated
and flight tested to evaluate and demonstrate its performance capabilities
and that the same hardware and facilities be used to evaluate the "Roll
Attitude Control with Sideslip Feedback _ configuration.
Four Pitch Flight Path Control concepts were considered° The major
emphasis was on a descent rate mode suitable for use during landing approach.
It was concluded that two concepts were equally suitable from a performance
standpoint. They are:
Altitude rate feedback command
Lagged pitch attitude feedback command
The choice of a descent mode concept for mechanization and flight test can be
made on the basis of sensor availability and quality.
20175-FR1
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A conventional altitude hold mode is recommended for Pitch Flight Path
Control during the cruise portion of a flight.
A discussion of criteria and procedures for the evaluation of the flight test
system is presented in Appendix Ao Appendix A also contains a tabulation
of the cost and weight breakdown of the fluid mechanization and equivalent
conventional hardware mechanization of the recommended configuration.
It is estimated that the fluid system can be mechanized at one-half the
cost and weight of the conventional system.
20175-FR1
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
As a result of the experienced and predicted further increase in light aircraft
traffic, attention has been directed to the need for a reliable, low-cost control
system to assist the pilot in cross-country flying and landing approach° Pure-
fluid mechanization appears particularly attractive for these system require-
ments.
With this need in mind. a research study program was undertaken to define
control concepts that are amenable to present or near-future pure-fluid
mechanization. The primary aim was to provide the broadest possible coverage
of the theoretically feasible concepts within the time and cost constraints of the
contract. Th_ theoretical concepts were then screened to select the most attrac-
tive configurations for more detailed analysis and, ultimately, for mechaniza-
tion and flight test°
Initially, studies were undertaken to define the effects of specific error sources
such as control surface mistrim, multi-engine thrust differentials and system
thresholds. However, it soon became apparent that other error sources were
equally important and to include them all would severely curtail the number of
concepts that could be studied. For this reason, the scope of the study was
limited to study of the theoretical feasibility of the concepts, with lesser consid-
eration of the effects of mechanization and operational error sources.
Concept validity was evaluated using aa analu_ _u,,,_,atcrsimulation of the
Cessna 310 as a test vehicle° This aircraft was chosen as a typical light,
twin-engine aircraft since it is in the current NASA inventory and also
because some aerodynamic data is available.
20175-FR1
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The emphasis in the lateral axis study was on flight path control concepts
which would minimize lateral displacements resulting from changes in cross-
course wind velocity. Fourteen lateral control configurations were studied
and are described in Section II, "Lateral Flight Path Control Concepts". The
introduction to that section outlines study scope and certain detail considerations.
A comparison of concepts follows the discussion of individual configurations.
Section III, "Pitch Flight Path Control'_ discusses control concepts for the
cruise and landing approach mission phases. A comparison of pitch configura-
tions follows the detailed discussion.
Four lateral flight path concepts and two pitch axis configurations are recom-
mended for further study in Section IV, " Conclusions and l_ecommendations _ .
The areas of study to be applied to the recommended configurations are noted.
These are chosen, in particular, to select and optimize a system for mechaniza-
tion and flight test.
A discussion is presented in Appendix A, " Evaluation Criteria and Procedures
of a basis for evaluating flight path control concepts and evaluation procedures
are outlined. An estimated cost and weight comparison of a conventional and
FFPC autopilot is given in Appendix A°
I,
In Appendix B, "Lateral Flight Path Concept Analysis", the mathematical
derivation of design and performance relationships are presented.
Additional appendixes are included to cover the definition of symbols used in
this report, analog computer diagrams, and Cessna aerodynamic data.
Diseussion_ nf wind profiles and engine mistrim effects are given in Appen-
dixes G and F, respectively.
20175-FR1
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SECTION II
LATERAL FLIGHT PATH CONTROL CONCEPTS
GENERAL
The lateral control problem was investigated with the primary aim of developing
concepts that showed promise of enabling a light aircraft to fly a straight-line
flight path with a completely self-contained system. At the same time, the sys-
tem to be developed had to show promise of being sufficiently simple and inex-
•_,_r_..__.... ..t_ h_ _nv_etieal--for use in a light_ _plane. Because of this, concepts which
used minimum numbers of sensors and seemed most compatible with conven-
tional autopilots were emphasized.
Two areas of simplification are theoretically possible:
In the mechanization of the outer loop (i. e., replacing of the
"beam-follower" type of lateral flight path error detector by
a simpler outer loop) or omitting the outer loop altogether
In simplification of the inner loops
The approach adopted is to obtain a simplification over the conventional
"Omni" system by:
Simplifying the task of the flight path control system and, there-
fore, requiring a simpler outer loop or none at all. Specifically
in the concepts studied, the primary task of the conhguration is
reduced to diminish the effect of a cross-course wind on the cross-
course velocity. In the conventional "Omni" system, an outer
loop is required to reduce lateral flight path position errors from
all sources.
20175-FR1
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Simplifying the inner loop by taking advantage of the lesser
dynamical requirements placed on the inner loop by a dynami-
cally simple outer loop (or by the omission of the outer loop).
That is, with a simpler outer loop (or none at all), it is possible
to remove one or both attitude feedbacks of the inner loop, whereas
in the "Omni" system, a full attitude control autopilot is required
for stability reasons°
This approach can provide significant flight path control with a given configura-
tion only if the cross-course wind effects remains a major contribution to
lateral flight path error.
However, the relative size of cross-course wind effects and effects of other
factors such as system mistrims, biases, etc., is grossly affected by the
type of inner loop.
Thus, for example, for full attitude-hold inner loops, the effects on flight
path error of mistrims and biases are relatively small compared to wind
effects. As attitude loops are discarded, the effects of mistrims and biases
become much larger and may swamp out wind effects.
In this study, effort was concentrated on discovering as many concepts with
progressively more complicated inner loops - from the simplest (no attitude
feedbacks) to inner loops which include both roll and heading feedbacks which
would provide effective reduction in cross-wind effects. The goal set is a
reduction of 85 percent, or to limit lateral deviation developed in 15 minutes
by a 20-fps cross-wind to 2700 feet (see Appendix A).
The i'easibiiity investigation of concepts was restricted to evaluation of
performance for lateral wind step inputs and ramps. Effects of mistrims,
thresholds, and similar non-linearities, as well as disturbances other than
the lateral wind steps and ramps were not, in general, considered in this
phase of the study. These limitations were imposed in the interest o?
touching on a larger number of possible solutions to the lateral flight path
control problem in the study period.
20175-FR1
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CONCEPTS INVESTIGATED
The concepts investigated are generally described and classified in the
following paragraphs:
Single-Axis Control
The inherent directional stability of the airplane is augmented by simple
feedbacks to the aileron or rudder° Attitude sensors are omitted in this
category. If the airplane does not accumulate any significant amount of
lateral velocity with respect to the flight path during its initial response
to a lateral wind change, the amount of yaw angle change will compensate
for the effect of the wind change° If a roll angle is kept from developing
during the initial transient, the compensating yaw angle change will be
maintained.
Tight Roll Control
A roll attitude hold loop is employed to force the roll angle to zero at the
end of the initial response to a lateral wind change° This assures main-
tenance of the yaw angle achieved at the end of the control transient.
Additional feedbacks are employed to force this initial yaw angle to pro-
vide the correct amount of compensation for the wind change.
i_l_IL'_t_U ,[-ZL::_i#l,U,.Lll_:_ %.,,UlII,,J. U.L
In this group, a heading hold mode is used which is biased by a signal that is
continuously computed. The bias signal is maintained equal to an amount
required to offset the effect of the cross-course wind component on the
desired flight path°
20175-FR I
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Dual-Mode Control
This group is similar in concept to the "Biased Heading Control". As in
the "Biased Heading" approach, the airplane is normally controlled by the
heading hold plus an increment required to compensate for the effect of the
cross-course velocity. However, in the dual-mode approach, the bias sig-
nal is not continuously computed° Instead, the heading hold mode is switched
out, and the necessary change in heading is computed by allowing the aug-
mented directional stability of the airplane to cause the proper yaw change
to take place. The heading hold loop is sychronized to the new heading
befor e r e- engagement.
"Constant Heading" Flight Path Control
In this group, roll angle is used to reduce all or part of the side force pro-
duced by a lateral wind° The result is a reduction in the net change in yaw
angle necessary to maintain a straightline-flight path in the presence of a
lateral wind change.
Mis c ellan eous
In addition to the above concepts, there are three general approaches listed
in the following detailed classification which are not covered by the categories
cited above.
20175-FR1
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DETAILED CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION
The concepts studied in each group are as follows:
Ae Single-Axis Control
AI. Free airplane - control locked
A2. Single-axis with sideslip feedback to rudder
A3. Single-axis with sideslip feedback to aileron
A4, Single-axis with yaw rate feedback to aileron
• _,,_ R "-11 Centre!
BI. Roll attitude control
B2. Roll attitude with sideslip feedback to rudder
B3. Roll attitude with sideslip feedback to aileron
B4. Roll attitude with servoed sideslip feedback to aileron
Co Biased Heading Control
CI, Heading hold biased by side velocity
C2. Heading hold biased by integral of sideslip angle
Do Dual Modes
Eo
DIo Dual Mode:
D2o Dual Mode:
D3. Dual Mode:
D4. Dual Mode:
Roll attitude with sideslip feedback to aileron
Wings leveler with sideslip feedback to aileron
Wings leveler with yaw rate feedback to aileron
Heading feedback to rudder
Constant Heading Lateral Flight Path Control
Heading hold through rudder with sideslip bias to roll angle.
20175-FR 1
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F. Miscellaneous Control Systems
F 1. Strapped-down navigator
F2. P-Matrix
F3. Balanced attitude
Each concept of this list is discussed in the following subsections. Descriptions,
block diagrams and representative computer performance recordings are pre-
sented for each concept. Reference should be made to appendixes for the
detailed derivation of relationships (Appendix B) and for definition of symbols
(Appendix E). A computer diagram is given in AppendixC, and the aerody-
namic data for the Cessna 310 for cruise, approach and climb conditions are
given in Appendix D.
SINGLE-AXIS CONTROL SYSTEMS (A)
In these concepts the inherent directional stability of the airplane is augmented
by simple feedbacks to the aileron or rudder. The objeetive is to determine
how flight path control can be achieved without attitude sensing.
Because of its inherent directional stability, the airplane tends to "weather-
cock" into the wind when a step change in the lateral wind component causes
a change in orientation of the relative wind. If, during the "weathercocking"
activity the airplane does not attain a cross-course component of velocity,
the final value of yaw will be the proper amount to maintain the cross-flight-
path velocity at zero --that is,the final value of the yaw angle, _SS' will
equal the ir.itia!value of tb_ _ide_liD angle, _ (see Appendix B).
U
Two sources of error arise due to cross-course wind variation: (1) During
the weathercocking activity, the airplane does attain a cross-flight path
velocity so that when the sideslip goes to zero (or nearly zero, thus ending
"d 1 "
the weathercocking action) the yaw angle is less than the initial sl ez_lp angle, _o"
20175-FR1
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(2) A roll angle may be developed during the weathercocking activity, so
that an equilibrium condition is not attained at the end when the sideslip
angle reaches an essentially zero value. This roll angle will cause the
airplane to continue to yaw away from or back to zero.
In these single-axis concepts, the feedbacks are used to maintain a zero
roll angle during the initial transient response. It is shown in Appendix B
that satisfying the conditions for a zero roll angle also results in a neutrally
stable "spiral" mode° That is, the roll angle is zero, if
N_L r - L_N r = 0 (1)
where L r, N_, L_ and N r are defined i_ Appendix E.
If Equation (1) is not satisfied, then we have a spiral divergent or convergent
case. In the former case, where
N_L r - L_ N r < 0
both the roll and yaw angles increase exponentially.
/
In the latter case, where
N_L r - L_ N r < 0,
the roll and yaw angles return exponentially totheir initialzero value, with a
time constant inversely proportional to IN/3L r - L/3Nr Io
The free airplane is discussed first, for a basis of comparison. This is
,,,, -,1 ," ............ 1--_ .: .... 1....:_1.-, ..I-'1.-,..-_ _._.._,."-._.1..4.,..,.,_, I_T T ,'_'n_ T
IUI.LUW _d _gy L.zi±'_ _._LJ±-u,_.L.,J.,:;_ J._,x vv .U..L,,..,_,- ,,,._.,., - _-v-.,_
............_' -_ r
modified by appropriate feedbacks of sideslip (for L_ and N_) and yaw rate
(for L r) in order to satisfy Equation (1).
In these schemes the effective N r is adjusted by yaw rate feedback to the
rudder to provide a decoupled yaw damping factor of about 0.3 to 0. 5,
20175-FR1
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Free Airplane -Controls Locked (A1)
As a basis for reference, the behavior of the free airplane (controls locked)
was investigated. The details of the analysis are given in Appendix B,
Section A1. It is shown there that, for the cruise flight conditions, the yaw
angle after the initial transient, _" is quite close to/_o" and that the time
1
constant of the convergent spiral mode, T =- is quite long. Using the
a '
expressions...developed in Appendix B r[Equations (B14) and (B13)] , we have
evaluated _" and _ for cruise, approach and climb conditions:
Flight Conditions _/;:" T (see)
C,-,fi_ 0_ 97B 135
o
Approach 0. 9613 - 68
O
Climb 0.98_ - 45
O
It will be noted that, for the cruise condition, T is positive (spiral mode is
convergent), but, for the approach and climb conditions, _ is negative and
a spirally divergent condition exists.
For a 20-fps step in lateral wind, the lateral deviation from the flight path,
eyG , due to the error in _/", after 15 minutes can be found from:
eyG = ( _"" -,/3o) UIT (2)
and
-Y .... -20
Y¥ k._
_o - U o 313 - -0.064 rad. [Eo.. (B6), App. B]
1
where , /_o' U1 are defined in Appendix E and T = reset time = 900 secs.
20175-FR1
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For cruise conditions, cYG = 540 feet. However, due to the time constant of
135 seconds there will be an error of 7000 feet at the end of 15 minutes (see
Appendix B, Page B9), which exceeds the maximum allowable of 2880 feet
(see Appendix A).
The free airplane (controls locked) configuration was simulated on the analog
computer. Responses to a step change in lateral wind was recorded for
cruise, approach and climb conditions. These recordings are reproduced in
Figures 1, 2, and 3.
The values of _':'_ for a 20-fps step read from these recordings compare closely
to the values computed from Equation (BI4).
Single Axis with Sideslip to Rudder (A2)
In this configuration, sideslip angle is fed back to the rudder to make
N_L r - L_N r = 0 (3)
equal to zero and thus achieve a neutrally stable spiral mode. In addition,
yaw :'ate feedback is employed to provide the decoupled yaw response with a
damping factor of 0° 32 (5 = 0o 15 and N = -3.2 at cruise conditions). The
rr --r
block diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure 4. The bars under
N r and N_ in Equation (3) signify that these are values of the stability deriva-
tion with the effect of the yaw rate and sideslip feedbacks to the rudder
accounted for. [See Equation (B23) and Page BI2 in Appendix B°]
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Figure 4. Single Axis with Sideslip Feedback to Rudder (A2)
At cruise conditions Equation (3) is satisfied with
N_ = (-23.0.4)(-3.892 2) = 83.8
or, from Equation (B23), the degrees of rudder per degree sideslip angle,
5
rf_'
83.8 - 17.84 -4.635rf_ = -14.24 =
From Equation (B21):
= O. 976
o
and from Equation (2), with YWG °
w e have:
= 20 fps (Go = -0. 064 rad. ) and T= 9[)0 sec.
and
= 0.0625 tad = 3.58 degrees
= 430 feet,
e yG
which is less than the 2830-foot maximum allowable.
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The analog computer was used to record the response of this configuration to
a 20-fps step in lateral wind for cruise flight conditions and with autopilot
gains of Figure 4 for values of
5r_ = 0, -1, -3, -5,
and
5rr = 0.15 for 0.32 damping.
These recordings are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The recordings of Figure 6
were made with a higher paper speed in order to show the details of the
short-.term response° It should also be noted that, for the traces of Figure 6,
......... .-3
a 0°l--secondlow-passfilter normally used to shape the wind step was _-vL1_uv=_
and a smaller step was used (I0 fps). The filter is normally included so that
larger step inputs could be employed without exceeding the simulator yaw
rate amplifier limits. The effect of this filter is negligible after one second
and therefore does not significantly effect the portion of the response we are
interested in.
From the traces of Figure 5, it can be seen that for some value of 5r_ in the
range
-5o0< 5r_ < -1.0
is maintained constant, which agrees with the results above.
Also from the traces of Figure 5 we have confirmation that _':" c3.58 which
_.,_.._.....onmn,lfpfl,........ b_fnre. Obtaining_ c_ by direct recording was not attempted
lk-T
except for the free airplane (controls locked) case for single-axis configura-
tion. (It is extremely time-consuming to obtain eyG for 15 minutes by direct
recording because of the sensitivity to mistrim experienced with configurations
not provided with attitude loops. The relative sensitivity of the simulation of
these configurations to mistrims reflects a similar relative sensitivity to be
expected for the operation configurationg. ) From the traces of Figure 6, we note
that increasing the magnitude of sideslip feedback to rudder tends to decrease the
coupled yaw damping. Interpolating these curves we see that_at 5r_ = -4.63_ the
decrease in damping over 5 _ = 0 is not Significant.
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Single Axis with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron (A3)
In this configuration, the sideslip angle is fed back to the aileron to modify
the effective value of L/_ in order to achieve a neutrally stable spiral mode.
That is, to make
N_L r - L_N__r = 0
Again N r is also modified by yaw rate feedback to achieve a decoupled yaw
damping of 0.32. A block diagram of this configuration is shown in Figure
7. At cruise conditions, with N = -3 2, a neutrally stable spiral condition
_r
is achieved with
N_L (17.84)(0. 892)
- N - -3.2 = -4. 95
_r
or, from Equation (B28)
L_ - L_ = -4.96 - (-23.4)
5a/] = NSa -36.8 = -0.5
With this value of __, we find from Equation (B21)
_* = -0. 955
O
and from Equation (2) withYwG
w e have: o
= 20 fps, (6
O
= -0.064 rad.) and T = 900 sec,
and
= 0.061 rad. = 3.50 degrees
= 810 Feet
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Figure 7. Single Axis with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron (A3)
Recordings were made of the response of this configuration for a lateral
wind step input of 20 fps, with the autopilot gains shown in Figure 7, and
6a/3 = 0, -0.4, -0.5, and -0.6. These are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The
recordings of Figure 9 were made with a faster paper speed to show up the
short-term response, and, as for the previous high-speed recording (Figure 6),
the low-pass filter on the wind step input was removed. From the traces of
Figure 8, it is seen that for a value of 5a/_ in the range
-0.4 < 6a_ < -0.6
is maintained. That is, a neutrally stable condition is attained.
agrees with the computed result.
This
Also, from these traces, we confirm that
_" _ 3.66 degrees
as computed previously.
From the traces of Figure 9 we can see that the change in yaw damping is not
significant as we go from 6a_ = 0 to 5a_ 3 = -0.5.
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Single Axis with Yaw Rate Feedback to Aileron (A4)
Yaw rate feedback to the aileron is used in this configuration to modify the
effective L r and achieve a neutrally-stable spiral mode. The necessary value
of _Lr (modified L r) is obtained by solving
N_L r - L_N r = 0
In this configuration, --rN is made equal to -8.91 (Srr = 0.55), at cruise
conditions by yaw rate feedback to the rudder to give an uncoupled yaw damping
factor of about 0.50. A block diagram of this configuration is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Single Axis with Yaw Rate Feedback to Aileron (A4)
(It is interesting to note that yaw rate feedback to the aileron is also the basis
of the "Wings Leveler" technique for roll altitude control. In that instance,
however, the objective is to employ a sufficient amount of feedback, in the
proper direction, to make the spiral mode rapidly convergent, whereas in
the present case a neutrally-stable spiral mode is _uugl,_. )
Solving for L
r
and evaluating at cruise conditions, we have
L_-N r
L - _ (-23.4) (-8.91) = 11.70
-r N/3 17.84
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Using Equation (B29a), we obtain for the yaw rate to aileron autopilot gain:
Lr - Lr _ 11.7 - 0°892
5ar = N 6 -36.8
= -0. 295
With the value of L obtained above, we find from Equation (B21) that
J-r
_* = 0. 9436 0
o
and from Equation (2) for YWG(o )
= 20 fps (_o = -0o 064 rad) and T = 900 seconds:
and
_:, = -0.060 rad = 3.46 degrees
cYG 1020 feet°
The response of this configuration to a 20-fps step in lateral wind was recorded,
These traces are reproduced in Figure Iio The autopilot gains of Figure i0
= = 0. -0o32, -0o32, and -0.33.
were used; that is, 5rr 0o 55 and 5ar
From these traces, it is seen that a value of 5ar in the range -0o 33 < 5ar < -0.3
achieves a neutrally-stable spiral mode. This agrees:within instrumentation
errors, with the computed result of 5ar = -0o 295. From the traces we also
find that the computed value of _" = 3o46 degrees is confirmed.
TIGHT ROLL '_ CONTROL CONCEPTS (B)
....... ,_ m_o_.+ _,,11_' o_,n_onf._ n rnll altitude control loop is added to prevent any
residual roll angle from remaining after the initial transient response to a lateral
step, without interfering with the weathercocking due to inherent directional
stability of the airpiane.
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Such a roll altitude control loop eliminates the effect of the spiral mode exper-
ienced in the single-axis concepts and the yaw achieved after the initial
transient is maintained as a steady-state value° It is shown in Appendix B that
roll altitude control achieved by feedback of a roll attitude sensor to the aileron
eliminates the spiral mode by essentially decoupling the roll and yaw axis in
the steady state, and is therefore used in the Tight' Roll Control configurations°
(On the other hand, the "Wings Leveler" techniques of roll control do not
eliminate the spiral mode° Instead they force the yaw angle developed during the
initial response to a wind step,as well as the roll angle,to zero in the steady state° )
The additional feedbacks in the Tight Roll Concepts are selected to force the
._teady-state yaw angle. _.__, developed in response to a step change in cross-
course wind to exactly compensate for the effect on the flight path°
In the first Tight Roll configuration discussed (BI), only yaw damping is
employed, and the performance is discussed as a reference against which to
compare the effect of additional feedbacks°
In the next configurations (B2 and B3), sideslip angle is fed back to the rudder
and aileron respectively to reduce the difference between _ss and/3o.
In the last concept discussed (B4), a technique for circumventing a threshold in
the roll altitude sensor is explored. This is the "servoed _ " concept° It was
initially investigated as a means of providing biased heading operation, but
proved to have the same performance as an attitude hold plus sideslip to
aileron° Adding a threshold to the roll attitude sensor, in the presence of
large sideslip feedback gain, causes a limit cycle that overcomes the effect of
the roll attitude on flight path perfor_n_i_Ceo
20175--FR1
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Roll Attitude Control (B1)
In this configuration, a roll attitude control loop is provided by roll attitude
and rate feedback to the aileron. The gains were selected to give a decoupled
roll response with a natural frequency of _ 6 rad/sec and a damping factor of
about 0.7. The deeoupled yaw damping factor is made nominally equal to 0.5
with yaw rate feedbacks to the rudder. The amount of yaw damping was varied,
however, tG demonstrate the effect on flight path control. The block diagram of
this configuration is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Roll Attitude Control (BI)
]In Appendix B, an expression for _ss is derived [Equation (B32) . From this
_q,,_ti nn it i_ ,qeen that t_ is nearlv equal to _ and we can therefore expect
- " ' SS _ - O" -
that the flight path deviation at the end of the reset interval will be small. The
expression of the deviation from the lateral flight path can be found in Equa-
tion (2), repeated here
¢YG = (_ss -/3o) UIT
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Evaluating for cruise conditions and the autopilot gains of Figure 12 (with 5rr
0.22, N = -4.2) we have, for a lateral wind step change of 20 fps
-- r •
_ss = 0.982_o = 0.062 rad = 13.66 degrees From Equation (B32)!
and
c = 324 feet in 15 minutes
YG
'From Equation (2) i
The response of this configuration to a 20-fps step was also recorded. The
traces are reproduced in Figure 13. The responses for three different values of
yaw damping are shown, corresponding to 5rr = 0. Ii, 0.22, and 0.44. It is
to be noted that the error in cross-course velocity increased with damping.
From the traces for 5 i_ = 0.32, we find _ss compares closely with the value
obtained from Equation (B32).
Roll Attitude with Sideslip to Rudder (B2)
In thi._ configuration, sideslip feedback to rudder is added to the preceding con-
figuration. The resulting configuration is shown in block diagram form in
Figure 14.
The purpose of sideslip feedback to rudder is to modify the effect of N_ in
order to reduce the error in _ss" Equation (B32} can be used to evaluate _ss
for this configuration if N_ is replaced by N B, determined by the amount of
sideslip to rudder feedback• 5 :
r_
_T_ = _j a _- N_ (Pa_e B20)
"-'_ -'0 -r/3 -p - -
r
Evaluating for cruise conditions and for the gains shown in Figure 14 (5r_
we have for a 20-fps step (/3 = -0. 064 rad) and T = 15 minutes:
O
= -4.0),
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Figure 14. Roll Attitude Control with Sideslip
Feedback to Rudder (B2)
_N_ = (-14.24) (-4.0) + 17.84 = 74.84
_ss = 0• 996 _o = 0. 0639 rad ..iFr°m Equation (B32)l
cyG = 77.9 feet in 15 minutes
iFrom Equation (2)]
Note, that for this configuration, ey has been reduced by a factor of 0• 238
relative to the preceding case by thi_inclusion of sideslip feedback to rudder.
The response of this configuration a 20-fps step and a 20-fps/15-min ramp in
lateral wind are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The short-term input response
to a 10-fps step is shown, with an expanded scale, in Figure 17 (for Figure 17
the 0.1-sec low-pass filter on YW was removed)•
g
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In this response, 5 was varied from 0 to -0.4. It can be seen from Figure 15
that the error in is reduced as [5 r I is increased. The value of _ss read
from the traces for 5 = -0.4 compares closeIy to the computed value given
r_
above.
From Figure 17, it is seen that increasing sideslip feedback decreases yaw
damping. This is a disadvantage, since attempting to restore the value of yaw
damping by increasing N r increases the error in _ss (as seen in Concept B1).
There is a net gain in damping in the process, however, since the damping factor
is. inversely proportioned to the square root of Nj3 but directly proportioned to N .
-r
Roll Attitude with Sideslip to Aileron (B3)
This configuration is produced by adding a sideslip to aileron feedback path to the
Roll Attitude Control configuration (B1). This configuration is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Roll Attitude Control with Sideslip
Feedback to Aileron (B3)
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Feedbacks of sideslip to aileron modifies L_ (see Appendix B) and can be used
to eliminate the error in _ss completely for a given flight condition and set of
autopilot gains.
For this configuration, the error in _ss can be expressed as
_o [-Nr KCYv +_ (N_ L r - Lfi Nr)
¢_ss = N/3 K¢
[From Equation (B33)]
The bar under L_ indicates that effective _L_ replaces the unmodified L_, which
exist when sideslip to aileron feedback is not used.
L_ is related to the sideslip to aileron feedback gain 5 an'
_L_ = N 5 5 + L_a an
as follows:
It can also be seen from Equation (B33) that by satisfying the relationship
_Nv K¢ Yv + _i (N_ L r - L_ N r) = 0
e_s s can be made equal to zero.
For cruise conditions and the autopilot gains of Figure 18,
satisfied by making.
Equation (41 is
(4)
_L,_ = 85.6
or
5 = 2.96
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The response of this configuration to a 20-fps step and a 20-fps/15-min ramp in
lateral wind are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The short-term step input response
to an expanded time scale, is shown in Figure 21. The value of b was varied
from 0 to -3.75. a_
It can be seen from Figure 19 that the value 6 necessary to cancel all errors
a
in _ss is near -3.0, which is in agreement with _he computation performed above.
From Figure 21 it can be seen that with 5
as
been materially decreased.
at -3..0, the yaw damping has not
Roll Attitude with '" Servoed Sidesiip T' to Aileron (B4)
This configuration was originally conceived as a means of providing a biased
heading hold. It was visualized as containing a sideslip sensor mounted on a
platform that was servoed to heading and provided a feedback signal to the aileron.
In addition, a heading sensor signal was sent directly to the aileron.
In addition to these feedbacks, the roll attitude hold and yaw damping loops of the
preceding " Tight Roll" configuration were employed. A block diagram of this
configuration is shown in Figure 22.
After some analysis and anlog computer experience, it became clear that the
signal generated by the platform-mounted sideslip sensor (servoed sideslip
s ignal) under ideal conditions, is equal to
" 5_/_ + _5^.,.
-_- S _S
Therefore, the sum of the servoed sideslip sensor and the heading sensor signal
could be expressed as
• 5aft s + _(5a_ s +Sa_ )
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This relation suggests that the configuration is equivalent to one which contains
a conventionally-mounted sideslip sensor (i.e., fixed to the aircraft) and that
the heading gain be adjusted to equal (6a_° + Sash)instead of the servoed sideslip
sensor of Figure 22. This configuration with the conventionally-mounted sensor
is shown in Figure 23,
From Figure 22, it is clear that if 5a_ > 0, the configuration is similar to a
conventional heading loop (except that L_ would be modified by the sideslip to
aileron feedback)° Therefore, after a lateral wind step, the steady-state
heading change would be zero for this configuration.
If 6a_ = 0_ then the configuration reduces to "Roll Attitude Plus Sideslip Feed-
back to Aileron" (see Figure 18). This is borne out by the response traces
reproduced in Figure 24. The traces are the response to _ on__,o o+on _,_ 1_÷a_I
wind for the configuration of Figure 23 with:
5a_ s -1.0
Compare these to the traces of Figure 19 taken for ''Roll Attitude Plus Sideslip
to Aileron" o
A unique response occurs for the "servoed " ° "sldeshp configuration if a threshold
of 0.1 degree is added to the roll sensor. In this case, the response to a step
in lateral wind does produce a _ss that is fairly close to _o" However, there is
an oscillation in roll and yaw that is objectionable . An intuitive explanation
for this oscillation is given in Appendix B, Section B4. 'l'he frequency and
amplitude depend on the amount of sideslip feedback. Response traces for
SaChs + 6a_ = ¢ = 0 and a roll threshold of 0. I degree is given in Figure 25 for
a 20-fps step input and for a 20-fps/15-rain ramp°
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Figure 24. Roll Attitude Control with "Servoed Sideslip"
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From Figure 25, the error in 15 minutes appears to be about 1000 feet for the
20-fps step, The limit cycle is seen to consist of a roll amplitude of 0.1 degree
and a yaw amplitude of 0.2 degree with a period of 50 seconds.
(It is important to note that the limit cycle also attainable with the preceding
configuration, "Roll Attitude Plus Sideslip to Aileron", if a roll attitude sensor
threshold is introduced and the sideslip feedback gain increased beyond the
point where spiral divergence occurs when the roll angle is less than the
threshold. )
This seems to offer a means of tolerating small roll sensor thresholds pro-
vided parameters can be chosen to limit roll and yaw oscillation amplitude and
frequency to an acceptable range,
BIASED HEADING HOLD (C)
Unless the airplane lateral axis trim is particularly good, an autopilot will
require a heading hold loop for long periods of flight under autopilot control.
In these concepts, lateral flight path control is added to an autopilot configura-
tion containing such a heading hold loopo
In each of these concepts, a signal is computed and added to the heading command
to cause a change in the yaw angle proportional to the change in the cross-course
component of wind. The resulting change in the yaw angle is of an amount
necessary to maintain the aircraft on its original straight-line flight path,
In the first concept discussed, il Heading Mold Biased by 5ide Veioclty:" (Ci),
side velocity is computed by summing all the components of sideforce as
computed from sensor outputs and then integrated to obtain side velocity.
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In the second concept (C2), sideslip angle alone is integrate_d and used as a
heading bias. The original motiviation was to obtain in this way an approximation
of side velocity, since the sideslip angle under some conditions is the major con-
tributor to side force. However, as shown in Appendix B, Section C2, autopilot
gains can be chosen so that when the integral of sideslip angle is forced to zero
following a step change in cross-course wind, the airplane will have yawed
sufficiently to compensate for the wind change.
Heading Hold Biased by Side Velocity (CI)
q'_rl_, '_r_lnn'_f'_r "_ r',nrnnllfpcl h_r "i'nfpo'"l",_f'_'no" fhp _11m N'I _ .qlcl_l"in "r'n11 _ntp. "r'n11
attitude, yaw rate and rudder deflection. This side velocity is summed with
heading error and provides the feedback to the rudder servoo A yaw rate
damper is also provided. The roll axis feedbacks consist of roll attitude and
roll rate. Autopilot gains are selected to provide reasonable heading response
and roll and yaw damping. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 26.
The principle of operation of this concept is to compute the yaw angle change
necessary to maintain a straight-line path when there is a step change in the
cross-course wind velocity. This quantity is then used to "bias" the heading
command.
This amount of yaw angle change is the aircraft's side velocity divided by the
longitudinal velocity. Since the longitudinal velocity can be assumed to be
constant (for a given flight condition) the heading "bias" is proportional to
the side velocity.
Appendix B, Section C i, develops the relationships between the side velocity gain
to rudder, 6rv , and the yaw gain to rudder, 5r_ for theoretically perfect flight
path control. This relationship is
5
rv U 1
where U 1 is the aircraft longitudinal velocity.
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Figure 26. Heading Hold Biased by Side Velocity (C1)
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The same flight performance can be expected if the heading error and side
velocity are introduced in the aileron channel (rather than the rudder).
The analog recordings of the response of this configuration to a 20-fps step
in lateral wind are shown in Figure 27. The lateral deviation from the flight
path is seen to be less than 200 feet in 15 minutes of flight time.
Theoretically the error should be zero (see AppendixB ). The discrepancy
between theoretical and simulation results are well within instrumentation
and setup errors.
Heading Hold Biased by Integral of Sideslip (C2)
In this configuration, the integral of sideslip replaces the side velocity feedback
used in the preceding concept. The block diagram is shown in Figure 28.
In Appendix B, Section C2, it is shown that forcing the integral of sideslip
developed during the response to a step change in lateral wind will cause the
aircraft to yaw almost the correct amount to compensate for the wind change.
Forcing the integral of sideslip to zero in this configuration requires opening
and heading loop_
For theoretically perfect compensation, some heading feedback is required.
ratio of heading gain, 5r_, to the "integral of sideslip" gain, 5r_, however,
is about 1 to 100 for perfect compensation (see Appendix B, Page B31)°
The
However, ratios of 6r_tO 5rE = 0o 1 also give acceptable performance as
shown by the following computation. The value of _ss is computed for cruise
condition from Equation (B40). The following gains are employed:
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5a¢ = 1_.25 or K¢ = L6aSa¢ = -46.0
6r_ = -0.5 or K_ = N 5 6r_ = 7.12
r
6r_ = 0.05
From which we obtain
or K_ = N6r 5r_ =
-0. 712
_ss = 0.93 _o
_or a 20-fp_ b_p _o -- __ g_A _,_ "lxr_ _xr_
_ss = -0.0595 rad = -3.40degrees.
The lateral deviation in 15 minutes from Equation (2) is
eY G = (_ss -_o ) U1T = 485 feet.
The responses of Figure 29 were taken with the gains of Figure 28.
noted that
It will be
in this configuration. The computed value for _ss with these gains is
,lJ = N 7 1 I_
TSS ..... 0
or, for a 20-fps step
_ss = -0.0456 rad = -2.62degrees.
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In 15 minutes this would yield a lateral deviation of
cYG = 5220 feet
which is unacceptable. The recordings of Figure 29 agree closely with these
values.
It is seen that 5_r-_- should be made as small as possible, to meet flight path
r_
contr ol r equir ements.
E_AL MODES (D)
The "Dual Mode" flight path control configurations provide another way of adding
flight path control to an autopilot which also has a heading hold lo0p.
In the Dual-Mode approach, as in the Biased Heading Hold concepts, a "heading
bias" equal to an amount required to compensate for a change in cross-course
wind conditions is generated and added to a heading command signal.
The differences are: (1) in the Dual-Mode approach, the required bias is
"computed" by letting the airplane weathercock into the wind, when the onset of a
wind change is detected, rather by an explicit computation such as is used in
the "Biased Heading Hold" concepts; (2)the "computed" bias is "remembered"
by means of a heading synchronizer rather than by the use of an integrator.
Therefore, the Dual-Mode approach offers alternatives that are perhaps easier
* .... l__'__ *t._-- *%. ....... 4-,+4_._ ,_._H {n÷aevv-_÷{nn ¢_mn]nxrotq _n #h6_ Ri_qeC] Headina
concepts.
A "wind detector" and switching must be provided to switch from a conventional
heading mode to a "weathercocking" mode at the onset of a lateral wind change.
The switching must also actuate the synchronizer so that the yaw change due to
"weathercocking" is stored, and then re-engage the heading mode. A repre-
sentative dual mode configuration is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Dual Mode, with Mode Control Shown (D)
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A note about the "wind detector": The exact configuration of the wind de-
tector has not been studied, but, in general, we may say that it will merely
add sensor outputs already required for the heading loop mode. In addition,
we may safely say that it can be allowed much greater gain tolerances and
is more tolerable of sensor error sources that the sideslip or side force
integrators of the Biased Heading Hold concepts.
In the practical situation, it is expected that there will be the capability to
manually vary the "wind detector" threshold and the width of the gate (as
indicated in Figure 30) to optimize performance for prevailing wind conditions.
The "weathercocking" mode is one of the single-axis or tight roll config-
urations discussed under concepts A and B.
The "heading hold" mode used in this study was chosen from the following
configurations:
@
o
Heading Loop with Roll Attitude Inner Loop
Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop
Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop (heading error
feedback to rudder)
These are shown in block diagram form in Figures BI, B2, and B3 in
Appendix B, Section D.
Appendix B also discusses the performance of each of these loops and indicates
the basi_ use for gain selection. Expressions describing the response of these
loops to a lateral wind step are tabulated in Table BI.
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The four dual-mode configurations discussed in the following subsections
are illustrative of many others that can be formed from the three heading
loops considered here and the numerous weathe_cocking modes discussed
previously.
The significant factors and potential dual-mode operations are amply demon-
strated by combinations chosen, and these represent a gradation in hardware
requirements; that is, the first concept requires roll attitude sensor and
sideslip sensor, the second dispenses with the roll attitude sensor, and the
third with the sideslip sensor.
"_'-,,=..........o_,,-,.,.== ...? +_.._ a,,o]_;m_a_ =pp*-n_eh........... r_,qt,_ on the ability of the weathercocking
mode to:
• Cause the proper change in _ when a step wind occurs
• Maintain this value of _ until the heading error can be synchronized
In doing this, the weathercocking mode must tolerate:
A delay of switchover from the heading hold mode
Initial conditions in ¢ developed by the heading hold mode before
switchover
When a "Tight Roll" weathercock mode is employed, the initial condition on
is easily tolerated since the roll attitude loop quickly drives this @ to zero
without affecting
However, when a weathercocking mode not employing a roll attitude loop is
used, then this "initial condition" on _ adds directly to the _ attained durin_
weathercocking. The rate of change of _ after the weathercocking transient
is proportional to the magnitude of this _. Therefore, when combining a
heading mode and a weathercocking mode which does not employ a roll attitude
hold loop, the following additional design constants are imposed:
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Q The heading loop roll response to a wind step input must be
minimized (consistent with an acceptable compromise of heading
loop response).
The long-term roll response of the weathercock mode must be
made divergent by the appropriate choice of feedback gain effecting
LrN _ - L_N r
This will allow the roll angle attained during the weathercock transient
to oppose the _ developed during the heading hold mode.
•LIT'- _IVC__a_L_:..... *: _*_ *1_^_ .v_..V.. _..rt''_l-- rnnrla...v__ _nn{_emv_flnn.__..... v ........... • _ sten. change_ in lateral
wind was applied to an analog computer simulation which was initially in the
heading mode configuration. After a delay, TD, the configuration is switched
to the "weathercock" mode. The delay, T D represents the time lost in de-
tecting the onset of a lateral wind change in effecting the switchover.
In evaluating the results, we are interested in what the yaw angle or, more
directly, the cross-course velocity error C_G , is at 30 seconds after switch-
over, since this is a reasonable amount of time to allow for the synchronizer
to store the yaw angle change. (c YG ' is much easier to read from the recordings
than yaw angle).
For a step in lateral wind, the desired value of _ should equal the initial value
of sideslip angle, _o' at the onset of the step change in lateral wind. Maximum
acceptable error, for a 20-fps step in lateral wind, in cross-course velocity
is ¢ ' 2880 ft : 3.2 fps since this results in a lateral deviation, cyG 'v = Qnn =,=.,-. , of
_G
2880 feet at the end of 15 minutes (see Appendix A).
Dual Mode: Roll Attitude with Sideslip to Aileron (DI)
Ir_ this configuration, the heading loop consists of heading error feedback to
I
the aileron with a roll attitude inner loop (such as shown in Figure BI) and a
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"weather cocking" mode consisting of roll attitude plus sideslip to aileron
(as shown in Figure 18).
This dual-mode configuration is shown in Figure 31. The switching is
shown symbolically. The synchronizer, wind detector and gating are not
shown. These components are included as shown in Figure 30.
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uration with varying delays between the onset of the step and switching to
the c Yss weathercock mode. For one set, Figure 32, the heading gain, in
degrees of aileron per degree of heading error is 6a_ = 0.4, and for the
second, Figure 33, 6ay = i. 0. For both sets, the sideslip feedback gain
in degrees of aileron per degree of sideslip angle, is 6a_ = 0.6, the value
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which in the weathercock mode gives an C_ss
set at the values shown in Figu!_e 31.
of zero. The other gains are
The difference between the series of traces is that, for the larger value of
K_, the value of ¢ peak is greater. However, since the weathercock mode
contains an attitude hold loop, _, peak is quickly brought to zero without
affecting _s s"
By interpolating the traces of Figure 32, it can be seen that for 20-fps step,
with TD = 0.5, c3( G at 30 seconds will be about l-fps.
Extrapolating this error for 15 minutes, by means of,
eyG = ¢_ZG 900,
we have
CYG = 900 ft.
Dual Mode: "Wings Leveler" with Sideslip to Aileron (D2)
In this configuration, the heading loop consists of heading error feedbacks
to the aileron with a "wings leveler" inner loop. That is, the inner loop
consists of yaw rate feedback to the aileron instead of roll attitude feedback.
This heading loop is shown by itself in Figure B2 inAppendix B. The weather-
cock mode consists of the single-axis flight path configuration A3, (i. e.
sideslip to aileron without a roll attitude loop). This dual-mode configuration
is shown in Figure 34.
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By means of step response recording, the range of sideslip feedback gain to
aileron, 5a/3 and roll rate gain to aileron_Sap _ecessary_ for acceptable per-
formance was determined. The tolerance to wind step variation for a given
"wind detector" delay was also investigated. These traces are reproduced as
Figures 35 through 39.
The first set of gains investigated is based on providing fast heading response
in the heading mode and zero roll angle due to weathercocking in the weather-
cocking mode. Response traces for this configuration, run at various value
of delay, are given in Figure 35.
"1_,,--,-_. +h,_o_. +_.,-.,.-,_c, F, - N ,-_,,-,1 ,_ _- N _ 17-_rn-.,-,,_ "l_-;r,=',-.v',,_ q_ -;+ r'.o-.g he, _c,_ +hcf+
................ ap ...... a
performance is relatively sensitive to switching delay TDO
By increasing the /3 feedback, it is possible to use the ¢ attained during the
weathercocking mode to cancel ¢ at the time of mode switching and thus reduce
the ¢ existing after the weathercock transient. The net result would be to
allow longer switching delays, since a large ¢ at switching could be tolerated.
This is demonstrated by the traces of Figure 36. In these traces, 5a_ has
been changed from -0.6 to -i. 2., while Sap = o, as in Figure 35.
From these traces it is seen that there is a greater tolerance of switching
delay.
For the traces of Figures 37 and 38, the roll rate feedback, 5_ , is increased
from 0 to 0.8. This increases the roll damping and, for the ' wings leveler"
heading loops, reduces the amount of roll angle developed before switching .....
(see Appendix B, Table BI). This will result in further increase in tolerance
to switching times. The traces of Figures 37 and 38 confirm this expectation.
For th_ traces of Figure 37, 5a/3 = 0.6, and for Figure 38, 5a/_ = i. 2.
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In the final set of responses, shown in Figure 39, 6 8 = I. 2, 6ap = 0.8 and
the switching time, T D is kept at 0.5 seconds. The step input magnitude is
varied rom i0 to 40 fps. The purpose of this series of responses to check
the variation in performance due to variation in the size of the lateral wind.
A variation is expected since the both roll angle developed before switching
and that compensated for after switching are functions the step input.
From the traces it can be seem that the variation in performance due to
changes in wind step magnitude is small.
For comparison of performance with th_ p._,,_:_ co_ ........._,_+_ nn, we have.
using Figure 39, for a step of 20 fps and T D = 0.5 seconds, CYG at 30 seconds
is 1.5 fps and cYG at the end of 15 minutes is cv_t_ = cV__t_ T = i350 feet.
Dual Mode: Wings Leveler with Yaw Rate to Aileron (D3)
This configuration employs the same heading loop used for concept D2. Hove-
ever, the weathercock mode uses yaw rate feedback to the aileron instead of
feedbacks. This weathercock mode is the single-axis configuration with yaw
rate to aileron, concept A4. It will be noted that 6ar is positive in the "heading
loop" mode and negative in the "weathercock" mode.
A block diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure 40. In this
figure, 6ar is the yaw rate feedback gain employed in the heading mode, and
_ thp gnin used in the weathercocking mode
_ar .......
W
The first set was taken with heading mode gains which give good heading response
and with the weathercock mode yaw rate feedback to ailerons adjusted to hold
zero ¢ due to weathercock transient. These are reproduced in Figure 41.
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The yaw rate to aileron gain in the weathercocking mode, 6ar_, and the
roll rate gain, 6ap, are set at the following values for the runs of Figure 41:
6ar w = -0.3
Sap = 0
The traces indicate a relatively large sensitivity to switching delay, T D.
In the second set, the roll damping was increased to reduce the @ present at
the time of modal switching for a given delay (see Table BI). This allows
longer switching delays for the same flight path performance but makes the
heading mode more sluggish. These traces are reproduced in Figure 42. For
the responses of Figure 42, 6ap = 0o8 and 6ar :-0_ 3.
VV
These traces show that the roll angle at switchover has decreased and that
larger switching delays can be tolerated•
In the third set the yaw rate feedback used in the weathercocking mode is
increased to cause ¢ developed during weathercocking to help cancel ¢
present at the time of switching• The increased roll damping of the second
set is retained also. This set of traces is reproduced in Figure 43. The
gains used for the responses of Figure 43 are 6ap = 0.8 and 6ar w = -0.6.
The traces of Figure 43 show that increasing the magnitude of 6ar w has allowed
the same performance to be obtained with larger switching delays.
step and T D = 0.5 is determined, based on the recordings of Figure 43,
Cyg at 30 seconds = 2 fps
cy G = (C_G) (900) = 1800 ft.
as:
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Dual Mode: "Wings Leveler" with Yaw Rate Feedback
to Aileron (D3) - Response to 20-fps Step; 5 = -0.3,
6 = 0.8 arwc
ap
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Dual Mode: Heading to Rudder (Sideslip to Aileron) (D4)
This configuration is the same as concept D2 with the exception that the
heading error is fed back to the rudder instead of to the aileron. The
block diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure 44.
Heading loop performance with the heading error feedback to the rudder or
the aileron is not significantly different, as is demonstrated by Table B1 of
Appendix B. In addition, both concept D2 and D4 employ the same weather-
cock mode configuration. Therefore, it would be expected that the dual-mode
operation for both concepts would be similar. This is borne out by the sim-
ulator results.
For the configuration under discussion, three sets of lateral wind step re-
sponses were recorded as a function switching delay. The first set of re-
cordings is for gains which yield good heading response and nearly zero roll
angle due to weathercock in the weathercocking mode. These are shown in
Figure 45 and are similar to those obtained in Figure 35 for concept D2. In
Figures 45 and 35, 6ap = 0 and 6a_ = -0.6.
The second set of responses were taken with the roll dar_ping increased to
allow larger switching delays to be tolerated° These are reproduced in
Figure 46. The results are the same as those obtained for D2 and reproduced
in Figure 37. The gains for both Figures 46 and 37 were 6ap = 0.8 and
= -o. 6.
Finally, the _ feedback gain was increased to cancel out :the ¢ present at
the time of switching with ¢ resulting from weathercocking. These responses
are reproduced in Figure 47 and are quite similar to the results obtained
for D2 as shown in Figure 38. For Figure 47 and 38 the gains are 6ap = 0.8
and 6a_3 = -1.2.
The performance for T D = 0.5 seconds and a 20-fps step for this configuration
is the same as for concept D2; that is, the lateral deviation in 15 minutes
would be 1350 feet.
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"CONSTANT HEADING" FLIGHT PATH CONTROL (E)
In the previous concepts, the device employed to maintain the flight path
unaltered, following a step change in the cross-course wind, was to yaw
into the wind by an appropriate amount. A steady-state would then be
established in which the wings are level and the sideslip equal to zero.
In the "Constant Heading" Flight Path Control, lateral deviations from the
flight path is minimized partially by rolling into the wind to cancel the effects
of side force and partially by yawing into the wind. The amount of yaw necessary
to effect perfect compensation is smaller for this concept than for the previous
ones.
In the steady-state condition, neither sideslip nor the roll angle would be
zero. Such an approach, which minimizes the yaw angle response to a wind
change, may be advantageous in the landing approach phase.
The name for this configuration derives from the fact that, with high enough
heading gain, flight path control is achieved without heading change. This
is demonstrated later.
In the particular configuration studied, sideslip is fed back to the aileron
(provided with a roll attitude loop) to ensure a roll into the wind, while the
yawing moments produced by such a roll are opposed by a heading loop and
yaw damper through the rudder. This configuration is shown in Figure 48.
O
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Figure 48. "Constant Heading" Flight Path Control (E)
The short-term response of this configuration to a step in wind is shown
in the Appendix B, Section E, to result in a combined value of yaw and
sideslip, which results in close to exact compensation for the effect of
wind change on the flight path. A roll angle also exists at the end of short-
term response.
O However, Appendix B also shows that, unless the following condition is
satisfied,
L_ g- UIY L K_ = 0, (B60)
_J, _ and _>will, in the steady state, return to zero (if the left hand side
is greater than zero) or increase (if it is less than zero). This is analogous
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to the spiral mode exhibited by the single-axis systems and represents the
physical condition that for only one set of gains and flight conditions will the
moments and forces be zero after the short term response.
However, by having L__ g - UIY v K¢ , nearly equal to zero, the rate of
change from the short-term values of _/and _ can be kept small•
The value of L_ that satisfies the condition for neutral stability, for cruise
conditions and the gains of Figure 48 is
U IYvK¢
- g = 86.0
L_ _ L_ 86 + 23,40 = 2.9
For this __L_: 6a_ = 6a = -36.8
The error in cross-course velocity C_G is derived in Appendix B:
• Bog N_L r
¢yG = = 0.0464fps (B65)
K¢ (N/3 - K_,)
The lateral flight path error is then
cYG = ¢_fG x T
where T is the reset interval:
For cruise condition,q and a lateral wind steD of 20-fps (__ = 0. 064 rad)
U
and the gains of Figure 48,
cyG = 45 feet
This error is negligible, but it must be remembered that this performance
is realized only if F = 0. Otherwise, the condition after the initial transient
is not maintained but yaw roll and sideslip angle exponentially drift toward
zero (for the dynamically stable case) with a time constant given by Equation
(B66).
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The step input responses reproduced in Figure 49 are for the configuration
shown in Figure 48 under cruise flight conditions, but with 6a8 varied. From
these traces it is seen that for some value of 6a_, in the range
-3 < 6a_<-l,
a neutrally stable condition is achieved after the short-term response. This
agrees with the computed value for 6a_ = -2.9o
These traces also confirm the computed values of _ss and 8s s.
Another interesting result is that the amount of _ss and _ss can be determined
by selecting the value of heading loop gain°
From Equations (B61) and (B62), wehave
@ss K¢ (5)
;3ss K,
We also have:
+%s_ss _ 8o (6)
Combining Equations (5) and (6), we obtain
_o (8)
8S s -
i
K,
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K¢
From Equations (7)and (8)we see that as _-- approaches
approaches zero and _ss approaches _o"
zero, _ss
This finding is confirmed by the traces of Figure 50. For these runs, the
yaw angle was held artifically at zero, simulating infinite yaw gain or
K¢
K_,b - 0. The traces show that flight path control is maintained so,lely
through a build up of the roll angle and that, in the steady state, the sideslip
angle equals the initial value generated at the onset of the wind step. That is
_SS = _O
MISCELLANEOUS CONCEPTS
In addition to the previous concepts, several general approaches were also
considered. The concepts all had deficiencies that precluded further study,
but, nevertheless, they are listed here.
Fluid Strapdown Navigator (F)
An extensive study was completed on the application of fluid devices to
inertial navigation. This study was conducted for the Air Force Avionics
Laboratory under Contract No. AF33(657)-II133 (Ref. 4). The final report
of that contract states, in essence, that a pure-fluid navigation system with a
navigational accuracy of i0 mph would be pushing the state-of-the-art five
years from now. The final attainment of this goal will depend on a number of
"breakthroughs" in sensor and amplifier technology.
A 10-mph navigation system would, at best, be marginally adequate for fluid
flight path control as it is now envisioned. If control system errors are also
considered, the error will increase.
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Since extensive developmental effort is involved in perfecting the fluid strap-
down navigator and since its usefulness in this application is doubtful, the
concept was dropped from further study.
P-Matrix (G)
P-matrix is a perturbation-type of missile guidance control (Ref. 3). It is
specifically oriented toward inertial components which are strapped down to
the vehicle. The concept is general enough so that it can be applied to various
vehicles. However, since it is specifically oriented to strapped-down inertial
components, it must be concluded, for the same reasons cited in the preceding
discussion, that its near-term feasibility for fluid flight path control is highly
doubtful.
Balanced Attitude Study (H)
This concept is a "loose" form of attitude control. In this case the attitude
is used to balance out the effects of a cross-course velocity.
Studies were conducted on two missiles at Honeywell using this system. The
results of these studies showed that the system is effective for a very short
flight time, measured in seconds. The system works best with a vehicle in
which the fore and aft accelerations are high and where the thrust is applied
_* ^_ *_.... +_ _ ....._+_T _r_p _nnditic)n_ are not satisfied by light aircraft.
Even for missile applications, the system leaves a lot to be desired; the
results can be compared to a roll attitude hold with large thresholds. As a
consequence, the study was dropped from further consideration.
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LATERAL FLIGHT PATH CONCEPT COMPARISON AND SELECTION
In this section, the lateral flight path concepts studies are compared, and con-
figurations are selected as possible choices for detailed design, fabrication
and flight testing.
Comparison of Concepts
Table 1 compares the performance and characteristics of the lateral flight
path control concepts series A through E. Comparisons are made of:
O
O
Q
Qualitative theoretical performance attainable (lateral flight
path deviations due to cross-course wind variations)
Expected performance sensitivity to departure from nominal
conditions
Components required to mechanize each concept
Comments on relative mechanization complexity
Critical components
Table i does not include the Strapped-Down Navigator, P-Matrix or Balanced
Attitude concepts, since these involve distinctly different principles and can be
dismissed from further consideration on the basis of complexity and incom-
patibility with the present state of development of pure-fluid components.
Concept AI (Free-Airplane-Controls Locked) is omitted from the tabulation,
since, even under nominal conditions, it produces an error of 7000 feet --
much in excess of the maximum allowable.
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The first entry in Table I gives the theoretical performance. It represents
the lateral flight path deviation developed in 15 minutes, due to a step change
in the cross-course wind of 20 fps. The design goal sets a maximum of 2880
feet for this value (see Appendix A, "Concept Performance Evaluation Cri-
teria"). This error is due to the lateral wind change only. All systems
listed generate less than the maximum allowable error.
The tabulation of remarks on performance sensitivity are preliminary quanti-
tative observations on expected effects of control surface and thrust mistrims,
component thresholds and aircraft aerodynamic variations and variations in
flight conditions. These observations are based on the form of the perform-
ance equations and the experience obtained on the analog computer with the
various configurations studied.
As indicated in the introduction to this section, a detailed study of non-
linearities, mistrims and sensitivity to parameter variations was considered
outside the scope of this study, as were performance errors due to complex
disturbances.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
As is noted in AppendixA, the error due to these sources must be substan-
tially less than 5 miles in 15 minutes if any significant over-all flight path
improvement over a conventional attitude hold autopilot is to be realized.
In general, the Single-Axis systems will show the greatest sensitivity to
mistrims, biases, etc., since the attitude loops are not present to eliminate
or limit the roll and heading excursions. Presence of roll and yaw displace-
ments will cause flight path errors which grow at increasing rates. In addi-
tion, the cancellation of the spiral response mode occurs only at one set of
gains and aircraft parameters. Thus, parameter variations will upset this
cancellation and cause an exponentially growing flight path deviation. It is
highly doubtful that the flight path error due to these effects will be limited to
less than 5 miles in 1 5 minutes. Therefore, single-axis concepts cannot
meet either the primary or secondary goals (discussed in Appendix A).
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The "Tight Roll" systems will tolerate mistrim, biases, and so forth much
better than the single-axis systems because roll is held to zero. The effects
of yaw axis mistrim and biases are not reduced, however. Spiral mode
elimination depends only on the attitude hold loop and not on obtaining a
specific relation between autopilot gains and aircraft dynamic parameters.
Therefore, parameter variations will not introduce the spiral mode. Param-
eter variations will cause a fixed cross-course velocity error to occur. If a
roll threshold is present, the performance sensitivity within the sensor
threshold boundaries are the same as for the single-axis systems. However,
with an appropriate amount of sideslip feedback, to the aileron, the roll
threshold can be tolerated at the expense of introducing a limit cycle (see
discussion of Concept B4). It is probable that these effects will prevent the
primary design goal from being achieved (since the primary design goal was
determined on the basis of employing an attitude hold autopilot for an inner
loop); however, the secondary design objectives may be within reach with these
configurations.
The Biased Heading systems and Dual Mode are expected to show the least
sensitivity to mistrim biases, etc., because both roll and yaw excursions are
held close to zero. In particular, roll sensor thresholds can be tolerated,
since the resulting yaw errors are limited by the heading hold loop. Param-
eter, gain and switching delay variations are expected to produce constant
cross-course velocity errors and therefore linearly changing lateral flight
path deviations. These systems are feasible approaches to meeting the pri-
mary design goals.
The "Constant Heading Flight Path" control will be quite sensitive to parameter
and gain variations since the static stability of the steady state holds for one
condition. Variations from this condition would result in an exponentially
growing lateral flight path error. In addition, the static stability is achieved
at the expense of heading response. Unwanted heading biases are therefore
allowed to have a large degrading effect on flight path performance.
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Selection of Concept for Development and Flight Testing
It is clear from the previous discussions that the Biased Heading or Dual-
Mode concepts are the only feasible approaches (of those studied) to meeting
the primary design goal. The Biased Heading concepts are simpler in
mechanization than the Dual-Mode and are therefore the better choice for
development and mechanization for flight testing.
At this point, the integrated sideslip feedback system is more attractive than
the side-velocity feedback, again because of simpler configuration. There-
fore, the Heading Hold biased by integrated feedback is the choice for design
and mechanization for flight testing, based on meeting the primary design
goals.
The possibility of achieving an attractive tradeoff between flight path control
performance and hardware simplification with a Tight Roll system should not
be overlooked. Including the flight testing of a Roll Attitude Control with
Sideslip Feedback to Aileron is therefore also recommended.
It must be noted, however, that certain changes in configuration may occur
as a result of the analysis of performance obtainable with these configurations
due to:
Aircraft stability derivative variations
System mistrims, thresholds and gain variations
wind changes, occurring alone or in combination with lateral _inds)
Realistic wind profiles presented on terms of statistical
properties
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SECTION III
PITCH FLIGHT PATH CONTROL CONCEPTS
GENERAL
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The pitch axis computer study was done using a Reac'400 analog computer.
The study had two objectives:
Investigate an altitude hold mode with the conventional pitch
autopilot inner loops
Develop a descent rate mode for use in a landing approach
Pitch axis flight path control during cruise can be obtained by the use of
an altitude-hold mode. Vertical gusts or other disturbances are easily
corrected since the engaged pressure altitude is maintained. A conventional
configuration utilizing altitude error as an outer-loop feedback with pitch
attitude and pitch rate inner loops was used for this study. This configuration
has been studied on previous programs and required only minor gain tailoring
for use on the Cessna 310 simulation.
For the descent rate mode, three concepts were studied:
• Altitude rate feedback
• Altitude rate plus normal acceleration
• Lagged pitch attitude feedback
INNER LOOP CONTROL
A simple attitude and rate type autopilot was used for inner loop control.
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The pitch damper gain was first adjusted and then pitch attitude and pitch
rate loops were added. The damper gain was set on the basis of the response
to a wind gust and provided a well-damped response. This is shown in
analog recordings in Figures 51(a) and 51(b) for a free airplane with and without
damper. The attitude and rate gains were set on the basis of the response
to an attitude step command. The attitude response has less than i0 percent
overshoot. No attempt was made to include all the sensor dynamics since the
altitude hold mode was of prime interest. The responses to the attitude
input can be seen in Figure 51 (c). A block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 52.
ALTITUDE HOLD
For the altitude control mode, an altitude displacement feedback was added
to the basic autopilot inner loops.
+
A static source lag of i/i + 0.23 S was used in the simulation. For light
aircraft, a trapped-air-type altitude controller may be employed. The altitude
controller dynamics were simulated with a lag of i/i + 0.23 S plus a threshold
of + i. 5 feet. This is a reasonable estimate of a controller for the approach
condition. Generally, the threshold increases for higher altitude since the
controller is essentially a pressure sensing device. An altitude phasing
network lag of 1/1 + 0.5 S was used to shape the altitude signal. An altitude
step command of 40 feet was given to the system. The responses to the
altitude input are shown in Figure 51 (d). Typical accuracies expected of this
configuration at cruise flight conditions are + 50 feet in straight and level
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DESCENT CONTROL
Several methods of controlling the descent phase were studied. Each of the
methods presupposes the pilot is free to command a descent rate through a
trim knob on the autopilot function selector. The pilot commands the flight
path desired and the autopilot controls to this path.
Altitude Rate
I
I
I
I
The first of the descent concepts studied uses an altitude rate signal as
the feedback for the pilotWs input. A block diagram of this mechanization
is shown in the dotted portion of Figure 52.
The altitude rate descent mode also requires the inner loop damping and
stabilization provided by the pitch attitude and pitch rate feedbacks.
The optimum inner loop gains for the descent mode were found to be lower
than those for the altitude hold mode. However, the magnitude of the gain
change is not such as to prevent selection of an acceptable compromise.
A typical response for this type of descent rate control is shown in Figure 53(a).
An altitude rate command of 3.5 ft/sec was used. It can be seen that the
response is reasonably fast and well damped.
Altitude Rate Plus Vertical Acceleration
Vertical acceleration can be used in conjunction with an altitude rate signal
to provide increased damping to disturbance. This is particularly effective
where the generated altitude rate signal is noisy or erratic.
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Vertical acceleration is most easily obtained by applying a pitch attitude
correction or compensation to the output of a normal accelerometer mounted
to the airframe. If normal acceleration is used directly, it is destabilizing
in one direction due to the pitch attitude effects.
A large lag is usually added to the vertical acceleration signal to give a
pseudo-integration. The resulting "rate" signal can then be used to supplement
the altitude rate signal.
It was found in this particular simulation that the addition of vertical
acceleration feedback improves the response time but not sufficiently to
justify its us_ (see Figure 53(b)). Therefore, this configuration is not
recommended for further study.
Lagged Attitude Concept
When pitch attitude is lagged by a time constant equal to the airplane time
constant, T a , the resulting signal approximates flight path attitude.
Flight path attitude is the desired pitch control parameter so the use of
this type feedback is particularly attractive.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the lagged pitch attitude signal is the
equivalent of an altitude rate feedback from the relationship
H =UI7
where
U 1 = forward velocity
= flight path angle
20175-FR1
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a
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T a = airplane time constant
In some applications, it may be more desirable to use the pitch attitude
signal instead of the altitude rate feedback. Usually the attitude signal
has less noise than the altitude rate signal and, in some cases, an altitude
rate signal is not readily available.
As can be seen in Figure 52(c), this system gave better performance than the
altitude rate configuration.
PITCH FLIGHT PATH CONTROL CONCEPT COMPARISON
The altitude hold mode, as studied, will maintain vertical flight path
satisfactorily during cruise. This was expected from previous study
results and in-flight demonstrations so that further elaboration is
not necessary.
For the "descent rate" mode, two system concepts appear equally satisfactory
A]tit, lde Rate Feedback
Lagged Pitch Attitude Feedback
The altitude rate concept offers some advantage in that a desired descent
rate may be commanded and maintained without regard to such factors as center-
of-gravity position, flap position, and airspeed. However, for the typical
light aircraft application, the range of variance of these factors is
relatively small.
20175-FRI
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The lagged pitch attitude concept offers compatible performance for most
landing approach situations and has certain mechanization advantages.
Altitude rate signals are generally more noisy than pitch attitude signals
and frequently are not available in low-cost altitude sensors.
The final choice can be based on the type and quality of sensors available
in the aircraft.
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SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Lateral Flight Path Control
All configurations studied are theoretically capable of reducing lateral
wind effects by considerably more than 85 percent for a given set of
conditions, neglecting effects such as system mistrims, biases, drifts,
and parameter variations.
Because of the inevitable presence of system mistrims, biases, etc.,
configurations employing both roll and heading hold loops are necessary
to meet the primary design goal to limit the lateral flight path error to
a maximum of i. 3 miles + 0.04 mi/mph of cross-course wind velocity
change, in a 15-minute interval.
Therefore, of the concepts studied, only the Biased Heading Hold and
Dual-Mode concepts are capable of meeting the primary design goal. Of
these, the Biased Heading Hold concept employing integrated sideslip
feedback represents the best compromise of complexity and performance.
The Tight Roll concepts may reduce the effects of mistrims, biases and
so forth, sufficiently to allow the secondary design goal to be achieved.
The Roll Attitude Hold with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron configuration is
the most promising of the Tight Roll concepts.
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(The secondary design goal is to achieve a substantial improvement in
flight path control, in the presence of a 20-mph variation in cross-course
wind over the performance of the conventional attitude hold autopilot,
while attaining a significant reduction in complexity relative to the con-
figuration which is required to meet the primary design goal. )
Neither the primary nor secondary design goals can be met by the
"Single-Axis" concepts or the "Constant Heading Flight Path" concept
because of the incapacity of these systems to limit the flight path errors
due to mistrims, biases, and parameter variations.
The general concepts of the strapped-down navigator, the P-matrix, and
balanced attitude are not feasible approaches for meeting the design goals
because of complexity and incompatibility with the present state of pure-
fluid component development.
Pitch Flight Path Control
A conventional-type hold mode is satisfactory for cruise flight path control.
The three descent rate control concepts all provide satisfactory control.
These concepts are:
Altitude Rate
Lagged Pitch Attitude
Altitude Rate Augmented by Vertical Acceleration
The choice of a simple concept from these three for mechanization and flight
testing will be made on the basis of sensor availability and quality.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to verify the analytical results obtained in this study, to optimize the
configuration design, and to evaluate and demonstrate the performance
capabilities of the Fluid Flight Path Control system the following is recom-
mended.
Lateral Flight Path Control
Design, fabricate and flight test a fluid control system consisting
of the "Heading Hold Biased with Integrated Sideslip" configuration.
Employ the same hardware and test facilities associated with the
above recommendation to also evaluate the performance of the
"Roll Attitude Control with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron" con-
figuration.
Pitch Flight Path Control
Design, fabricate and flight test a fluid control system consisting of:
• The Altitude Hold Control configuration
• The selected "descent rate control" concept.
20175-FR1
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
In this appendix the design goals for the Fhiid Flight Path Control System are
presented. Evaluation criteria, based on these design goals, which were em-
ployed to establish the feasibility of proposed concepts are discussed. Proposed
procedures to be employed in flight testing are outlined. Finally, a cost and
weight comparison of a conventional Honeywell autopilot and a FFPC system is
presented.
Tentative goals for systems considered in this study are expressed in terms of
accuracy over a specified reset interval, based on accuracies of conventional
control techniques, as well as anticipated pilot preferences. Accuracies of
conventional, beam-following systems (Omni, ILS) are regarded as upper accuracy
limits. These conventional, beam-followlng systems are closed-loop systems
inherently more accurate than any self-centained, open-loop fluid system.
Lower accuracy limits are those of conventional aircraft attitude control systems.
Reasonable goals for the fluid flight path system should lie between the upper
and lower extremes selected.
The accuracies of the "beam following" systems and conventional aircraft attitude
control systems are discussed, and expected flight path accuracies for specific
flight conditions and reset intervals given below are tabulated. The accurancy
goal of Fluid Flight Path Control System is also determined and entered into
this tabulation for comparison.
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Initial estimates of reset intervals were made for the various flight conditions,
based on past experience and discussions with several private pilots. The
values tabulated below are not necessarily optimum at this point. However, they
are considered to be realistic and "in the ball park" of what would be acceptable
to the pilots. The final values will probably be a compromise between pilot
desires and accuracy considerations. They could, therefore, differ somewhat
from the following.
Flight Condition Reset Interval
Cruise 15 minutes
Descent 3 minutes
Climbout 5 minutes
Approach 20 seconds
Flight conditions selected are:
I
i
m,
Flight Condition Speed Altitude
Cruise 180 mph 10K ft
Descent 180 mph 2000 ft/min.
Climbout 122 mph 1000 ft/min.
Approach 94 mph 500 ft/min.
(These flight conditions are representative for the Cessna 310)
The Cessna 310 light twin aircraft was chosen as a representative airplane on
which to base the study program. This selection is partially influenced by the
20175-FRI
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fact that Honeywell has had considerable experience with this aircraft and has
aerodynamic data available.
I
I.
!
The lateral flight path capabilities of "beam-follower" systems are as follows:
Late ral C ruis e Cont rol- Omni
Accuracy - +1 degree steady-state beam following error
Residual oscillations - no periodic flight path oscillations
Roll axis activity - less than 2 degrees roll attitude activity
on beam (exclusive of bracketing maneuver}
Range - up to 100 miles
Lateral Approach Control - ILS (localizer)
I
I
io
I
I
I
I
I
Accuracy- +0.5 degree steady-state beam following error
Residual oscillations - no periodic oscillation
Roll activity - less than 2 degrees roll attitude activity on beam
Range -_t5 miles
A conventional "heading hold" mode of a representative autopilot has the follow-
ing capabilities:
Lateral Cruise Control With Heading Hold Mode
Heading -- This mode is assumed to be a tie-in to a conventional,
non-_laved, directional gyro as found on most light aircraft. It
is not a true flight path control, since it controls aircraft rather
than flight path heading. The mode, however, is often used as an
approximation to lateral flight path control.
20175-FR1
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Accuracy --
(a) Directional gyro drift - 0.2 deg/min (typical)
(b) Autopilot error - 0.5 degree
(c) Wind error - equal to cross-course component of wind
I
D
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
For the pitch axis, "beam-follower" systems have these capabilities:
Vertical Cruise Control - Altitude Hold
Accuracy - +20 feet in straight and level flight
- ±60 feet in turns
Oscillations - no residual oscillations
Overshoot - one overshoot for i00 feet overpower
Vertical Approach Control - ILS (Glideslope)
Accuracy - +0.1 degree steady-state beam-following error
Oscillations - no residual oscillation
Range - 5-10 miles (normal lock-on point)
The Fluid Flight Path Control System (lateral) accuracy goals are based
on the following error sources:
(a) 0.2 deg/min drift in heading reference
(b) 0.0 degree autopiiot mechanlzation error
(c) 0.16-mph cross course velocity/mph crosswind or . 039 mi
crosswind error/mph crosswind
It is assumed that the configuration is a Heading Hold system biased by
a signal that continously compensates for cross-course wind changes.
Thus error components (a) and (b} have been chosen on the basis of a
conventional heading loop.
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The reduction of the effect of a crosswind, (c), on the flight path performance
is the major contribution of the "Flight Path Control System. " As a goal, an
84 percent reduction in the effect of cross wind is selected.
I@
The cross-course error for a 15-minute reset interval at 180-mph cruise speed
is computed below:
Gyro drift 0o 2]57, 3 x 180 x 15 x 0o 25 = 1.18 mi
Heading bias error 0.5/57.3 x 180 x 0o 25 = 0.39 mi
Control error 0.5/57.3 x 180 x 0.25 =0.39 mi
Crosswind error = 0. 039 mi/mph Acrosswind
Total fixed error (RSS) = 1o 3 mi + 0.039 mi/mph crosswind
proportional error
Total error would be the RSS of the fixed and proportional errors. For crosswind
changes up to 20 mph, the cross course deviation between resets would be less
than 1.5 miles. This appears to be satisfactory from a pilot acceptance stand-
point.
I@
I
I
I
I
I
This is therefore selected as the primary design goal. However, any config-
uration which provides significantly better lateral flight path performance in
the presence of lateral wind variations of 20 mph, deserves further consideration,
provided it also offers significant hardware simp!ication possibilities over a
configuration which may perform more accurately. Achieving such a config-
uration is a secondary design goal.
A,-.r,,,-,,_,-..,_- _n_1._ fnv the other flight conditions were calculated in a similar manner
and are given in Table A1, which also presents, in comparison, deviation data
for conventional system.
Vertical flight path accuracy goals are estimates based on what experience suggests
would be acceptable to pilots. They do not necessarily reflect present hardware
capabilities.
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CONCEPT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA
The approach employed in evaluating the performance of proposed concepts is
described in this subsection. It is simplified, in accordance with the scope of
the study, to allow the survey of a relatively large number of configurations.
Evaluation of the lateral axis performance is based on the extent to which its
employment reduces the effect of cross-course wind on the lateral deviation
under ideal conditions with crosswind variation restricted to steps and ramps.
The lateral deviation of the flight path due to these crosswinds are computed
analytically for each system and are also determined from analog computer
simulation recordings.
The computation neglects effects of lateral flight path deviations due to mistrims,
biases and thresholds. The analogue computer determination of lateral devi-
ation is also "trimmed" to produce no lateral deviation under no-wind conditions.
Therefore for 20fps,:. the lateral deviation in 15 minutes should be no more
than 2880 feet. This value is based on the crosswind effect only and is arrived
at as follows:
Lateral deviation without Flight Path Control:
20fps x 900sec = 18,000 feet
Design goal is to reduce this figure by 84 percent or:
0.16 x 18,000 = 2,880 feet
In addition, a qualitative comparison is made with respect to the tolerance
of each proposed configuration to mistrims, biases and parameter variations
based on the analytical performance equations and analogue computer experi-
ence.
A quantitative analysis of sensivities to mistrims, biases, thresholds and
parameter variations as well as more complex lateral wind profiles and other
disturbances are considered necessary before a final configuration is determined.
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The flight path deviation generated by a given configuration as a result of
these effects must be considerably smaller than the deviation due to the
uncompensated effect of nominal lateral wind variations between resets, if
the FFPC is to have any significant effect -- that is, if it is to show a sub-
stantial improvement over the performance of a conventional attitude hold
configuration in the presence of large lateral wind variations.
Thus, the flight path error in a 15-minute interval due to effects other than
the lateral wind variation must be significantly less than:
20 mphx 0o25hrs. = 5 miles
(based on the effect of a 20-mph step change in lateral wind magnitude)
This figure can be used as a criterion to judge the acceptability of the errors
produced by a given configuration as a result of mistrims, biases, etc.
(i° e., all effects other than those due to lateral wind variations).
Evaluation of proposed pitch axis configuration is based on analogue computer
results satisfactory performance is determined by comparison of these results
with design goals for Vertical Flight Path accuracy listed in Table AI.
FLIGHT EVALUATION PROCEDURES
A procedure to be employed for flight testing a Fluid Flight Path Control
system is outlined:
(1) Initially align the airplane's actual ground track to a
desired flight path. This can be done by the use of a drift
20175-FR1
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meter* or, more desirably, by means of "Omni"lateral course
error indicator, installed for test purposes. If the drift meter
is used, then all test flight paths should be chosen to intercept two
readily identifiable landmarks, 15 minutes apart.
(2) Engage the Fluid Flight Path System when the first landmark is
intercepted. (Up to this point the flight path is maintained
manually, through drift meter observations or observations of
the "Omni" lateral course deviation indicator).
(3) After 15 minutes establish aircraft position and compute
lateral deviation.
It is suggested that the use of a tracking radar and plotting board would
immeasurably expedite flight path control evaluation. Employment of a
tracking radar with suitable range and accuracy obviates the necessity for
instrumentation of the test vehicle with a drift meter or an "Omni" facility,
since a 15-minute run could start at any time, without the necessity of
establishing any particular flight path with precision.
A relatively large number of runs at different bearings with respect to the
prevailing wind, and under different wind conditions, would be necessary to
support any conclusions.
u_t _=_ to _i_,_ ÷_ ._=_# tn _ desired flight math need not
be a precision device, and offers a simple on-board means for re-
alignment at preset intervals (every 15 minutes, for example) in the
operational situation. From the drift meter, the pilot reads the
drift angle, _ , with respect to his heading, _ . This angle plus the
magnetic hea_ng equals his actual flight path b_aring, __p. The re-
alignment procedure is to manual steer until _/H + _d = _P wheredes. ),
_FPdes is the desired flight path bearing. At that time, the FFPC is
re -engaged.
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If runs under FFPC are alternated with runs under Heading Hold control,
(if available), a direct measure of improvement over the conventional attitude
hold approach can be obtained. In addition, if the flight path of the airplane
under Heading Hold Control is plotted, a means is provided for gaging the wind
conditions over the test course.
An inertial reference package should be installed on board to record in-flight
attitude accurately. All sensor outputs as well as control surface (or control
surface actuator inputs) should be recorded.
i°
I
I
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Evaluation of the aircraft pitch axis is simpler. Since the control is a
barometric altitude type, the altitude error is available for direct recording.
COST AND WEIGHT COMPARISON
An estimated cost and weight tabulation of one of the more complex Fluid
Flight Path Control System mechanizations studied is given in Table A2.
This is a Heading Hold Biased with Integral of Sideslip. Weight and cost for
a pure-fluid system mechanization is compared with a mechanization using
H-14 system type components.
Table A2. Cost and Weight Comparison - Conventional
and Fluid Component Mechanization
I
k_
I
I
I
I
l
Element
I. Rate Sensor
3 required
2. Attitude Sensor
3. Altitude Sensor
4. Computer
5. Servos
3 required (cony.)
4 required (fluid)
6. Directional Gyro
7. Sideslip Sensor
8. Sideslip Transmitter
9. Integrator
10. Function Selector
Conventional Mechanization
(HI4 Type)
Cost
250.00 each
750.00
477.00
370.00
l, 033.00
198.00 each
594.00
477.00
515.00
i, 800. O0
i00. O0
368.00
Weight (lbs)
Pure-Fluid Components
Weight (lbs) Cost
$ 52.00 each
156.00
203.00
350.00
890.00
134.00 each
536.00
585.00
500.00
(Not required)
55.00
69.00
0.3 each
0.9
0. 75
1.25
0.93
4 each
16
3
1.5
(Not re-
quired)
0. I
1.0
TOTAL $6,484.00 25.43 _3, J44.00
1.7 each $
5.1
3
1.4
7
5.8 each
17.4
3.0
1.5
4.5
0.25
1.0
44. 15
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APPENDIX B
LATERAL FLIGHT PATH CONCEPT ANALYSIS
GENERAL
In this appendix the performance of the various lateral flight path control con-
figurations listed in the body of this report are investigated mathematically,
and relationships between parameters and performance are developed.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
I
I
I
i
I
The equations of motion with the terms normally considered are:
= +Lr+L_ + + 5p Lpp r LSaSa L5 r r
r = Npp + N rr + N_/3 + N 5a a5 + NSr5 r (B1)
U1/3 = YpP + g¢ + (Yr -U1)r + Yv_U1 + YSr5
o
These equations are approximated by the following.
p = Lpp + Lrr + L/3_ + LSa5
r = Nrr + N_ + N5 5r (B2)
U1/} = Yv,3U1 + g_- Ulr
These approximations will not change the general form of response and are
believed adequate to screen concepts before undertaking more detailed study.
Stability derivatives for the " cruise condition" are used.
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In addition, the following kinematical relations are used:
F x
vi-- 1
. . _- Fy
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U
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(a) =
all
a21
a31
a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33
(c0c@) (cOs@) -sO
(sCs0c_- cCs6) (s_s0s@+c¢c@) see0
(ccs0c_+scs_) (c_s0s_- sect) c¢c0
/ o
Restricting Cand _ to small angles and keeping XWG = ZWG
kinematic equations reduce to:
= 0, the
YG = UI_ + V
VA = -YwG + V
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In addition, for small values of angle of attack and sideslip, the sideslip
angle can be expressed as
V
a
U 1
Combining with the reduced expressions for YG and V A, we have:
(B4a)
YG - YWG = UI(_ +/3) (B5)
This last relationship is used to establish the initial value of sideslip angle, Go,
for a step change in the cross-course component of wind (i.e., step in lateral
wind), YWG "
O
= = = = Then, when:Assuming: YG YWG l_ _ 0 at t o .
• + •
YWG at t o = YWG
O
Since
+
_ at t = 0
o
• +
YG at t = 0o
We have:
_ at t +
0
-YwG
o (B6)
_ -
o U 1
From Equation (B5)
YG = U1 (_ + _) +YWG (B7)
Following a step in wind, YWG ' the steady state can be expressed as:
o
+ _ss) +YG = U1 (_ss YWG
SS O
(B8)
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For the wings level solution to the flight path control problem,
YG = 0
SS
and
_SS = 0
Substituting in Equation (B8), we have:
or
O
= U 1 (_SSdes" + O) +YwG °
O
_SS(des. ) U1
On combining with Equation (B6)
_SS(des.) = 13°
20175-FR1
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A SINGLE-AXIS CONCEPT
I
I
I
I
I
IO
A1 Free Airplane - Controls Locked
For this condition 6 r = 6a. = 0, and the equations of motion,
become for a step input of YWG(o )"
Lp L r L_
0 -S + N r N_
__g
s -U1 UI(-S + Yv )
P
r
The solution for _(S) is found to be
1 -_o [-N_S + NI3Lp]
_ _ r .:=
where
A = 1
[ + Y + Lp] = 8.02B = - Nr v
C = +[N_ + Yv(Nr + Lp)+ LpNr] = 26.81
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IN ] L_
D = - _Lp + Yv Lp N r - g U1 124
E = - _U1 [N_ Lr - L_ Nr] = 0.916
(Coefficients were evaluated using the cruise condition stability derivations. )
Applying the final value theorem to Equation (Bll), we obtain:
lim_V(t) = limS_k_S) = 0
t -_= S -_0
However the denominator of Equation(_ll)contains a real root that is much
smaller than the remaining roots and can therefore be factored out approxi-
mately, as follows:
(AS 3 + BS 2+ CS +D) (S +_) = AS 4 + (B +aA)S 3
+ (C +aB)S 2 + (D +aC)S + E
AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 +DS + E
(BI2)
Since aA << B
aB<<C
aC <<D
U sing Equation (_ 12), Equation (B 11) can be written as:
_(s)
O
Bs2+cs+D]Is+a]
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By comparing terms in Equation (BI2),
E 0.916. = 0 0074
a = -'_-- = 124
we obtain:
(BI3)
Corresponding to a time constant of 135 secs.
The presence of this real root indicates that a stable condition is not reached
at the end of the weathercocking activity (i. e., at the end of the initial tran-
sient). It will be shown that the amount of Roll attitude that exists at the
end of the initial transient is proportional to the magnitude of "a".
The sign of "a" also determines whether _ (t) converges or diverges. For
a <0, _b(t) diverges. The unstable response is generally referred to as " Spiral
Divergence. " It will be shown later that the Roll Angle attained at the end of
the initial transient changes sign as this mode goes from the convergent to the
divergent region.
The remaining three roots of the denominator of Equation (BI i) determine the
initial transient. The value of heading at the end of this initial transient, _""(t)
(i. e., at the end of the weathercocking action) can be found by applying a
modified form of the Final Value Theorem to Equation (BI3).
Thus,
_::(t) = lim S_(s)
S- -_
remaining roots. Such a value of _ exists since there is a large separation
between the initial response time and the slowest response time.
Applying the modified Final Value Theorem to Equation (BII), we obtain:
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= lim S_(S)
_ -/3 oN]3 Lp
D
120
_°N_'_P L_ : _o --_:
-YLN
v p r "g'_l
+0.97/3 ° (B14)
Equation (BI4) indicates that, after the initial transient, I_ has changed an amount
which compensates for 97 pereent of the effect of the wind step. _SS does not
equal _o because during the time the airplane yaws to a zero sideslip attitude
it has achieved a small velocity in the direction of the cross wind.
However, the decaying response introduces an additional error, since t_decays
from the correct value to zer_ This error is found as follows:
T T
YG = / VGdt = / Ul_o (1-e-at) dr
O O
T
u1_ ° t + -_- e I
O
Therefore,
YG IT- --1I,_e-_T)]
= Uli3° I a ' 'J
(BI5)
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Equation(Bl5) yields an error of about 7000 feet at the end of one time constant.
It is clear that, for the flight path application, the slow return of _ to its
initial value must either be eliminated or the time constant made larger than
900 seconds (based on a 15-minute reset interval). In addition, the difference
between aircraft yaw after the initial transient and _ must be reduced.
O
It will now be shown that the slow response mode is related to the roll angle
accumulated during the initial transient.
Solving Equation (B10) for P(S)' we obtain:
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
p
-UI_ o LLrN _ - L_ (-S + Nv) ]
-U 1
2
S
AS + BS 3 + CS 2 + DS + E]
Or, using the results expressed in Equation (B12}
P
_o[_ +_ _-s+_]
S 2
¢SS can be shown to be zero (for a stable system) by application of the Final
Value Theorem:
1
¢SS = lim S ¢(S) = lim S -_-P(S)
S -_0 S -_0
= 0
To find ¢ (t) ( eft)., at end of the initial transient) the modified final value
theorem is applied to Equation (B17).
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* 1
¢lt_,, = lira S g- P(S)
S-.{
-_o [Lr N_ - L_ N r]
D
-rio [Lr N_ - L_ Nr]
L_
-N_L_ - YvLpNr -g-_l
In terms of the coefficient of the characteristic equation:
(B_8)
.,. -13o (U--_I) (E) (BI9)
¢(t) = D
but a = E
D
%-
Ct a g (B20)= -_o U
1
Equation (BI9} demonstrates the proportionality between the time constant i/a
and the roll angle attained at the end of the initial transient.
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A2 Single-Axis with Sideslip Feedback to Rudder
The free airplane was seen to reach a yaw angle at the end of the initial
transient of:
/3QN_Lp
_":_t) =
-NpL - Y L N - g L_
p v p r U 1
(B21)
And an exponential decay away from this value with a time constant of:
T _ -- --
a
-NI3L -Y L N -g
p v p r U 1
For /3 feedback to the rudder, the control equation becomes:
(B22)
5r r
= O.
a
And matrix Equation (B10) is modified only by changingN_
N_ = N 6r 6rE + N_
Equations (B14) and (B13) become:
and
-_oN_Lp
-N_Lp Y L N -6v p r U 1
a -
E
g iN_L
D
-N_ L - Y L N - g L_
p v p r U 1
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to N_ where
(B23)
(B25)
To improve the flight path control,
- B12 -
we wish to approach:
_""t = _o
and
a = 0
The error in _;"(t)' e_j".' (t)* can be
YLN -g
v p r
%*(t) -- N Lp
expressed as:
The major contribution to the flight path control error results from
a non-zero "a".
Selecting N_ to make "a" = 0, we have, from Equation (B25):
and from Equation (B23):
Therefore, for the cruise flight condition, _N_3and 6r_ for "a"
N_ - (-23.4) (-1.06)_ 27 8
0. 892
= 27.8 - 17.84 --0. o_oUCJu
- r_ -14.24
With the addition of a yaw damper to give 0.32 damping (Srr =
replaced by Nr_ = NSr 5rr + Nr and equals -3.2, and N_ and 5r/3
become:
20175-FR1
= 0are
O. 15),
for "a"
(B26)
(B27)
N is
F
= 0
- BI3 -
Nl3 (-23.4) (-3.2)= 0.892 = 83.8
= 83.8 - 17.84
6r/3 -14.24 = -4.63
The corresponding errors in _*(t) are from Equation (B26)
(a) Without damper (6rr = 0, N = N = -1 06) N = 27 8
-r r " ;3 "
¢ = -0. 00371 13°(t)
(b) With damper (6rr = 0.15, N = -3.2, --pN_ = 27 8)
- r
e_;,,..(t ) = 0. 024 13°
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A3 Single-Axis with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron
The constant "a" can also be made zero by an appropriate change in the
effective L/3. In this case the control equation becomes
6a =
and Equations (B10), (B14), (B21), (B25), and (B26)hold,
to _L_ where:
L_ = L6a 6a_ + L_
To make "a" zero, it can be seen from Equation (B25) that:
N/3L r
L/3 = N
r
For cruise flight conditions, _L/_ and 6a_ for zero "a", are:
with L/3 changed
(B28)
(B29)
L,, - 17.84 (0.892) _ 15.01
-1. o6
6 = L/3-L_ : -15.01 - (-23.4) = _ 0.228
a/_ L6a -36.8
With a yaw damper added, such that 6 = 0.15 and N = -3.2:rr - r
L_ - (17.84) (0.892) _ 4.96
-3.2
6 _ -4.96 - (-23.4) = -0.5.
a/3 -36.8
20175-FR1
Without damper:
(N r = -1.06, L/3 = -15.01)
c_*(t) = 0.000141 /3o
With damper:
(N r = -3.2, Lf3 = -4.96)
- BI5 -
_,:. = -0. 045 _o(t)
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I@
A4 Single-Axis with Yaw Rate Feedback to Aileron
Finally, "a" can be made equal to zero by changing the effective value of L .
r
In this ease the control equation becomes:
" _" _ r
a ar
and Equations (B10), (B14), (B21), and (B2_) hold with L changed to L where:
r -r
L = Lsa5 +L
- r ar r (B29a)
From Equation (B25), it is seen that for "a" = 0, L is:
-r
L_NL - r
- r N_
Therefore, for cruise conditions for "a" = 0, we have
@
L = (-23.4) (-1.06) = 1.392
-r 17.84
L L
5 _ -r r _ 1.392 - 0.892 = -0.0136
ar LSa -36.8
With dampers (5rr = 0.15, Nr is replaced by N_r = -3.2).
L _ (-23.4) (-3.2) _ 4.2
-r 17.84
6 = 4.2 - 0.892 = -0.0899
ar -36.8
The corresponding errors in _*'(t) are from Equation (B26):
Without dampers:
With dampers:
e _": (t)
s. _.:_ (t)
= O. 00579 _o
- -0. 0365 ;3°
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B TIGHT ROLL CONTROL CONCEPTS
The purpose of this set of configurations is to eliminate the long-term res-
ponse by preventing a roll angle from occurring at the time the "weather-
cocking" activity ends. This is accomplished by adding a roll attitude hold
loop. In addition, by various usages of _ and r feed backs the steady-state
value of _(t) can be made equal to _o"
B1 Roll Attitude Control (Plus Yaw Damper)
In this configuration the control equation becomes:
6 r = 6rr r
5 = 5 P
a a¢-'_
Combining these with the vehicle equation of motion, we have in matrix form,
for a step input of YWG(o ) :
- K¢
-S + Lp + _ L r L_
0
g
--g-
k
-u I u_ (-s + Yv )
P
r =
J
-]00
I
_Ul_° A
(B30)
where
K¢ : Lsa6a¢
N = N + N 5 6
--r r rr
r
20175oFR1
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Solving Equation (B30) for _(S)' we obtain:
1
_(S) = st(s)
+Nj3L + NBK¢ ,p S .i
T
Vl 4
ff-:AS
+ BS 3 +CS 2 +DS +E
where
A = 1
B = - [Nr+Yv+Lp]
C = [NI3 +Yv (Nr + Lp) +Lp N r - K¢]
D
E
L_
= - [NISLp + YvLpN_r - K¢ (_Nr + Yv ) ] - g
= -g r L/3Nr]
_ [_'_ - _ - (Nj3 + NrY v) K¢
(B31)
Applying the final value theorem, we get:
I_SS = tlim-® _(t) : slims_(S)_- o -_ONE_K¢__
0
_SS = -_o N_K¢ _
-:-g-[N_L -L_Nr]- (N _ +NrYv) K¢U ! r .
Equation (B32) indicates that the slow return of _ to initial value has been
eliminated.
(B32)
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Typically, 6a¢ is about 1.00. giving K¢ = -36.8 at cruise conditions. Using
this value and cruise condition values for the stability derivatives (also
assuming N_r = N r, no yaw damper, we have for _SS) from (B32):
_SS = O. 982 _o"
For the numbers used, it is seen that the disturbin_ effect of the wind step is
reduced by 98.2 percent. Again, as discussed, before _SS does not equal _o' be
cause the airplane has achieved some velocity in the cross-wind alrection,
while it weathercocked.
Dividing the numerator and denominator of Equation (B32) by N_K¢, subtracting
from the resultant expression, and dropping second-order terms gives the
o
steady-state yaw angle error, we obtain:
e'(_SS) _ N{]K¢
-_°[NrKcYv+_I (N_Lr- L_-Nr) (B33)
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B. 2 Roll Attitude Control with Sideslip Feedback to the Rudder
In this configuration the control equation becomes (assuming a yaw damper}:
6a : 6a¢-_-
6 r = 5rrr +Sr_
Equations (B30) and (B33) hold for this configuration, with N_ replaced by _N_,
where:
_N_ = N 6 6r_ +N_
r
Equation (B33) becomes:
N ' KeY + U--_I(N/3L - L_Nr} :-/3o[ -r V - r
_(SS) _ N_ K¢
It is clear that the error can be reduced by increasing N_,
eliminated for finite values.
but completely
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B3 Roll Attitude Control with Sideslip Feedback to Aileron
In this configuration the control equations are:
8a = 8a¢-_ + 5a_3
5 = 5 r (yaw damper)
rr
Equations (B30) and (B33) remain valid, with L3 replaced by _L__, where:
L/_ : L 5 5a_ + L3
a
Equation (B33) becomes:
F
C_(SS) _ Nl3 K¢
To make: e._(SS ) = 0, we must have:
KcYvU 1 N/3L r
+
L3 _ g N
-r
For cruise conditions and with 6a¢ = i( "K¢ = - 36.8) and N = -3.2
-r
@
6a_
LI3 = 85.6
L/3 - L/3 85.6 + 23.4
L 5 -36.8
a
= -2.96
for zero error in _SS.
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B4 Roll Attitude Control with "Servoed/3" Feedback to Aileron
This configuration was originally conceived as employing a _ sensor continu-
ously aligned to the flight path. The servoed /3 sensor signal is summed with
and fedback to the aileron. This is shown in the block diagram of Figure 22.
The aileron control equation for this configuration is:
: S_- 6a_ + 5a@ r6a 6a¢ + /3s -_
S
where _s is the output of the platform mounted /3 sensor and _s = _ + _"
Therefore, the control equation becomes:
5a_s r= _ + + 5a_ -_-5 a 5a¢ + 5a_ s
Combining this control equation with the equations of motion, for a step
input of YWG' we have:
F- D i
'-S + Lp + S P
0 r
K_
L r +---_- LI3 .[
I
-S+N N/3--r 4,
g UI(- S + Yv)[-' - -U 1 h _J
0
0
I
-u1_j
where
K¢ = L 5 6a¢
a
/ 1K_ = LSa iSa_s+ 5a_
L 3 = LSa6a3 s + L 3
20175-FR1
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When the gains are adjusted so that
= 0,
and
5 : -Sa_,
a_ s
this configuration is exactly the same asconfiguration (B3) as can be seen
from a comparison of Equation (B34) with Equation (B30). Simulation results
bear this out.
When
5 > 5a ,
a_ s
we have a heading hold loop via the ailerons with _ feedback to ailerons.
Thus, unless 5a_ = -Sa_ the configuration tends to maintain the initial
heading rather t'hSn adjust heading to compensate for the Step in the cross-
flight path wind component.
A unique mode of operation is noted if a roll attitude sensor threshold
is introduced. In this case, we have, for roll angleswithin trle roll attitude
sensor threshold, a mode of operation equivalent to "Single Axes with Side-
slip Feedback to Aileron", (see Section A3). For the gains employed:
<N_ LNr r
the roll angle is driven away from zero until the roll angle exceeds the roll
threshold. At that time, the roll attitude feedback drives the angle back to
zero. With the gains and inertias of the system, the roll angle is apparently
returned past the zero point and the divergent characteristic carries it to the
opposite roll limit, and the process continues. The average roll angle over
a cycle, is from the traces, close to zero since the airplane net yaw rate over
a cycle is also close to zero.
20175-FR1
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Thus, the yaw angle generated during the initial response to the wind step is
maintained. The amount of yaw error at the end of the short-term transient
can be found from Equation (B26).
This mode of operation seems to tolerate the roll threshold _ithout drastic
degradation of the accuracy of performance relative to the roll attitude with
sideslip to aileron; ho_ever, it does introduce a limit cycle that may be
unacceptable to a pilot.
O
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C BIASED HEADING CONCEPTS
C1 Heading Hold Biased by Side Velocity
The block diagram for this system is given in Figure 26.
The control equations are:
= P
6a 5a¢ 7
r
= 5r -- + 5 V+5 r6r _ s r rr
V
V can be expressed as:
V = VA+YwG = U 1 (/3+
YWG
U 1
Substituting for V, 6 becomes
r
r + 5 U 1 (_ -YU-_-)6r = 5r_ s r v
--) [See Equations (B4) and (B4a) i
+ 5 r
rr
In addition, for a step in YWG = YWG
O
YWGQ _.
YWG ) - = _£( s s '
i ]
,see Equation (B6) I
Co____bi_ing the control equations with the vehicle equations of motion and
expressing the result in matrix form, we have for a step in YWG:
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-S+L
P
0
g/S
+ K¢
S L r
-S+N + -_
-r S
-U 1 U 1 (-S+Y v)
P
r
0
N6 r 6r v U 1 _-q
-U13 o
(B35)
where
K¢ = L6a6a¢
K_ : N6rSr_
_fl = N6r6rvU 1 + N_
_r " N6r 6rv + N r
S = Laplace Operator
Solving for r(S} we obtain:
!-
rvU 1 V P
/5
K¢
-UI_ ° .__ (-S + L + -_-.)
+ P
Z3
20175-FR1
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where
U L 5 3 2
A = ---2 [AS + BS 4 + CS +DS + ES + F]
S
A = 1
B = -[N r + Yv + Lp]
C = jS[rY v + Lp (Yv + Nr) + _ - K_- K¢
D = -[ Lp (NrY v + _N_I3)- KI_ (Lp + Y-- V ) - K¢ (Yv +---Nr) ] - gL/3U 1
- g [N_L - L_ vE = U--_ r Nr]- %Y
F- gL_K_
U
1
- KeY v KI_
_(S) is obtained from:
Applying the Final Value Theorem, we obtain:
_SS = lim S_ (S) = lim r(S)
S-0 S-@
+ NSr 5rvU I/3o 5rv U 1_ o
_SS = Kt_ = 5r_
- + K¢
(B37)
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i
i
With
5
r
v
5
_ %
U 1
we obtain:
@SS = _o
which, as shown previously in Equation (B9), satisfies the flight path problem.
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C2 Heading Loop Hold Biased the Integral of Sideslip
This configuration is represented by the block diagram of Figure 28.
The control equations are:
5 - 6a_
a S P
5 = _-_ r + _S-_-- _ + 5 r
r rr
V
Combining the control equations with the vehicle equations of motion and ex-
pressing the results in matrix form, we have for a step input in YWG :
-S + L +--_
p S L r L_ p
K
0 -S+Nr+K_- S N_ +_ "
g/S -U 1 U 1 (-S+Yv)
7
I
0 I
ol (B_8)
where
- YWG
O
= v 1
K¢ = LSaOa¢
K_ = NSrSr_
K_ = NSrSr_
N = N 6 6
--r rr
r
+N
I"
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The solution for r is:
+U1_o {'S+L
r L_ IAS5 + BSg+ CS3+ DS2+ ES + F]
S 2
-% N_ s+S +
(B39)
where:
A = 1
B = -[Yv +Nr + Lp]
C = N Y + L (Yv +Nr) - K@- K¢ +N_
--r v P
D _
E ..
gLB
-[L (jSirY +N_) - K,(Lp +Yv ) - K¢ N_ + Yv ) - K_ +-_--i ]p v
_ U_.U1[ LrN/3 - L/3_Nr]- K¢[NrY v - K_+ N/3I- LpK_ - YvK_Lp
_(S) is obtained from:
A
Substituting for
_SS =
r and applying the Final Value Theorem, we have:
1
lim S_(S)= lim S [_ r(S) ] = lira r(S)
S--_ 0 S---- 0 S -_ 0
_SS
_oKcK_ (B40)
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The flight path control condition is satisfied if _SS = _o' or
KcK_
K¢ [K_Yv + K_] +-_-
U 1 [LrK _ + K_]L_ ]
= 1 (B41)
This suggests three approaches to selecting gains to eliminate or
the flight path error:
1. Choose _ to satisfy Equation (B41) exactly:
In this case:
minimize
-g L
= r
K/3 (KeY v - _ L_) U 1
Evaluating this ratio for cruise conditions and 6
a¢ i, we obtain:
,
= -32.2313 (0. 892)
K/3 (-36.8) (-0.24) 32.2
313 (-23.42)
Choose K_ to make:
= -0. 009
LrK _ - K_L_ = 0
For cruise conditions, threrefore:
_ Lr .892
K_ L_ 23.40
- 0.0381
and _SS becomes:
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and
_SS = _o
rY +1 K/3
_LU v
=0.99_
O
3. Let K_ = 0,
Then
_SS
oK¢K_ _ oK¢
+ ugl LrK_ K¢ + g LKcK_ ]T 1 r
il (1 32.2(0. 892)-3 .8
'_-36.8 + _ (0. 892 , /
= O. 998/_
O
For the last case (Klb : 0), the integral of _ is forced to equal zero in the
steady state.
This leads to the conclusion that a control system that forces the integral of fi
to zero in the steady state also forces a steady state yaw for a cross-course
step wind input that results in little cross-course velocity change.
The addition of the _ feedback serves merely to make a small additional correction.
Therefore, with _ feedback used for attitude hold (necessary to combat mistrims
and other nonlinearities), K_ must be quite large (relative to K_) to achieve the
T
proper _SS"
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D HEADING LOOPS FOR DUAL MODES
In the dual mode concepts described in the body of this report, a heading loop
is combined with a weathercock mode to provide flight path control. In this
appendix, the response parameters of three heading loops used as part of
dual-mode configurations are determined.
The heading loops analyzed here are illustrated in Figures BI, B2 and B3. It
will be seen from these diagrams that only the first employs a roll attitude
inner loop, while the other two employ yaw rate feedback to the aileron to
provide the inner loop. The yaw rate feedback to aileron has been referred to
as the "wings leveler" roll control.
For the purposes of flight path control, we are most interested in the heading
loop response to a step in the lateral wind component. The important modes
of response are recorded in Figures B4through Bg. The response relation-
ship determined in this analysis is summarized in Table BI.
V
D1 Heading Loop with Attitude Hold Inner Loop
This configuration is shown in Figure BI.
The control equations are:
= + 6a _ p 6a_ r6a 6apP -_ +
6 = 6 r
r rr
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ROLL RATE
SENSOR
ROLL
ATTITUDE
SENSOR
HEADING
SENSOR
YAW RATE
SENSOR
I GAINSap = 0--,-0.8DEG AILERONDEG/SEC
GAI N
8a¢= 0.25-,- 1.0
DEG AILERON
DEG 4,
GAIN
6a_= l.O-"lO.O [
DEG AILERON
DEG
GAIN
8n,= 0.22
DEG RUDDER
DEG/SEC
AILERON
SERVO
RUDDER
SERVO
Figure B1. Heading Loop with Roll Attitude Control
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ROLL RATE
SENSOR
HEADING
SENSOR
YAW RATE
SENSOR
GAIN
Sap = 0----0.8
DEG AILERON
DEG/SEC
, GAIN
8a_ = 0.025
DEG AILERON
DEG _--
GAIN
8at= 0.4--_l.O
DEG AILERON
DEG/SEC
GAIN
AILERON
SERVO
8rr = 0.22°0.55
DEG RUDDER
DEG/SEC RUDDER
SERVO
Figure B2. Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler"
W
i
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YAW RATE
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HEADING
ERROR
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6ap = 0--0.8
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DEG AILERON
DEG/SEC
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8rr = 0.55
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i
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5
r
Figure B3. Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler"
Error Feedback to Rudder
- Heading
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Heading Loop with Roll Attitude Inner Loop
- Response to 20-fps Lateral Wind Step
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_a_J = 10 6a_ = 8 6_,g_ = 4 _5a¢, = 2
Heading Loop with Roll Attitude Inner Loop
- Response to 20-fps Lateral Wind Step
(with 5 varied)
ap
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Sap = 0 Sap = 0.366 Sap = 0.80
Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop
- Response to 20-fps Lateral Wind Step (with
5 varied)
ap
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Figure B8. Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop,
Heading Error Feedback to Rudder - Response to
20-fps Lateral Wind Step
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Figure B9. Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop,
Heading Error Feedback to Rudder - Response to
20-fps Lateral Wind Step (with Sap varied)
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Table B 1.
1
Parameter
Response of Heading Loops to Step Change in Lateral Wind
Attitude Hold
Inner Loop
"Wings Leveler"
Inner Loop
"Wings Leveler"
Inner Loop
(Heading Error to
Rudder)
tOn
_H.L.T. = 1/a
Cpeak
Lrg
/K¢ - U--T-
-L
-p.
U 1 K¢
K_o
L. t
:i -LF g
' U 1
-L
_._=_P_
f----
2 V:tOn
Lrg
, U 1
-L
-p
N_L r - L__N r
_ o[N_ Lr - L_Nr]
- LpN_
= the natural frequency and damping of the short transient response
in heading, respectively.
= the long term response in heading.
_H. L. T.
O eak
= the value of the roll angle at the end of the short term heading
transient.
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Combining these equations with the vehicle equations of motion and expressing
the result in matrix form, we have:
+ -- L + L/_-S + Lp S r S
0 -S + Nr N_
g/S -U 1 UI(-S+Y v)
P
r
[
= i(s) (B42)
where
Lp = L6a 6ap + Lp
K¢ = Lsa 6a¢
K_ = L6a 6a_
Nr- = N6r6rr +Nr
and
or
i(S) =
b, 0,0 /
)
! I
i(s) = <i°' 0, -Ul_o' _
i. )
-YwG
O
/30 -
U 1
for a step _io
for a step YWG(o )
in heading
in lateral wind, where
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Response to Step Change in Heading --
find from Equation (B42) to be:
With i(s ) equal to we
r(s)
-U1 ]
S---_ ,AS 5 +BS 4 +CS 3+DS 2 +ES +Fj
where
A = 1
= - + Lp)B (Nr + Yv -
C = [-Nr Yv + N/3 + Lp (N r + Yv) - K¢]
D
E
: gL _
= - -K¢(_N r + Yv ) + _Lp (NrY v + NI3), U1
F = -g
It is assumed that _(S) = sr(S), so that the steady state response of _(S) can be
1 r(S), orfound by applying the Final Value Theorem to -_
S r (S)
_SS = lim S_(S) = lira--_ = lira r(S)
S-_O S-'O S-'O
_SS
SS
K_ioN/_g K_N_g@i o
-U1 [FI
= _io
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The response modes can be found directly by evaluating the coefficients and
determining the roots of the characteristic equation. Our purpose, however,
is to express the response modes in terms of the autopilot gains and the air-
plane stability derivatives. This can be done by approximate factoring of
the characteristic equation.
The accuracy of the approximation depends on the spread between the critical
frequencies of the responses represented by the polynomial factors. However,
even when the approximations are poor because the critical frequencies are
not spread far enough apart, these factors will offer valid indications of
which parameters affect the separate response modes and allow a first cut
at a selection of parameter values.
In the heading loop investigation discussed in this section, relationships in-
dicated by the approximate factors were confirmed by simulation results.
The fifth order characteristic equation can be factored into two quadratic
and one first order polynomials, such as:
(S 2 + b'S + c') (S2+ bS + c) (S+ a) (B42a)
To find approximate expressions for these coefficients in terms of autopilot
gains and aircraft stability derivatives, we proceed as follows:
Step 1 -- Try to factor the fifth order into a fourth order and a
first order polynomial such as.
(AS 4+ BS 3 + CS 2+ DS+ E) (S+ a) (B43)
By multiplying out we see that this is approximately true when
F
a -- m
E
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and the following inequalities are satisfied:
B >> aA
C >> aB
D>> aC
E >> aD
Evaluating A through F at the representative A/P gains of 5a¢ = i,
6a_ = 1 and 6rr = 0.22 and using cruise condition stability derivatives,
we have:
A = 1
B =11.14
C = 85.4
D =315
E = 827
F = 67.5
a = F/E = -0.082
For these values the inequalities are seen to hold.
Thus, in F.quation B43:
F
a _
E
and
AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 + DS+ E
is an approximate factor.
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Step 2 -- The next step is to try to identify one of the quadratics of the
fourth order factor of Equation (B43). Experience has shown that the roll
response is relatively independent. That is the decoupled roll response
(_ held equal to zero) to a roll rate disturbance is almost the same as the
coupled response (_ allowed to vary).
This implies that the decoupled roll response characteristic polynomial is
a factor of the coupled characteristic polynomial Therefore, we will find
the decoupled roll response quadratic and test to determine whether it is
indeed a factor of the fourth order polynomial of Equation (B43).
With _ = 0, and opening the outer loop (i. e., letting K_ = 0),
becomes:
K¢
-S+L + _ L
---p S r
g/S -u1
]
I
r I
i (s)
Equation (B42)
(B44)
The characteristic equation for the system of Equation (B44) is, therefore:
O
- LpS_ _ lIKe + Lrgu1 _1= 0
S 2
We will, therefore, assume, for the moment, that S 2 + bS + c
of the fourth order polynomial of Equation (B43).
Where
b L
-p
and
Lrg
c = -K¢ U1
is a factor
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Dividing the fourth order polynomial
AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 +DS + E
S2+bS+c
by S 2 + bc + c, we obtain:
S2 + b'S + c'
rlS + r 2
S2+bS+c
where
b' = B - b (B45a)
c' = C - c - b'b (B45b)
r I = D - cb' - bc'
r 2 = E - cc'
Both S 2 + bS + c and S 2 + b'S + c' are approximate factors of the fourth order
polynomial if the remainder is negligible. To determine the conditions which
make the remainder negligible, multiply both sides of Equation (B45) by
S 2 +bS + c. We obtain:
(S2 +b'S + c'2) (S2 +bS + c) +rlS + r 2 = AS 4 + BS 4 + CS 2 +DS + E
Therefor e:
(S 2 + b'S + c') (S 2 + bS + c) = AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 + (D-r 1)S+(E-r 2)
If:
Irl I <<D and Ir21 <<E
Then:
(S2 + b'S + c') (S2 + bS + c) _AS 4 + BS 3 + DS + E
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Evaluating rl, r2, D and E for cruise conditions and for 5rr
and 5a_ 1. O, we have:
N = -4.2 D = 3.5
-r
K = -36.8 E = 827
r 1 = 25.3 K_ = -36.8
r 2 = 132
= 0.22, 5
a¢
= 1.0
It is clear that the inequalities are satisfied.
Thus, Equation (B43) can be factored into:
(S2 +b'S + c') (S2 +bS+ c) (S + a)
where
b'
= -(N r + Yr ), from Equation (B45a)
Lrg
c' = NY +N_+
r v U 1
, from Equation (B45b)
b = -L
P
C
Lrg
-K¢ U1
E _ U 1 K¢
The natural frequency of the first quadratic, which we may refer to as the yaw
response, as suggested by the dependency of its coefficients on the yaw axis
stability derivatives, is:
20175-FR1
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"" rYv+ N_ + --
Lrg
U 1
and the damping factor is
b !
s n - _ ---
r 2 _ c'
For the roll response:
_- -/_ Lrg
K¢ ....
tOnp = _'c = - UI
b
_n -
p 2_Vc
F
The first-order term constitutes a break frequency at a - E"
Evaluating at cruise conditions, with
6 a == = = 0.22 and 6ap 05a¢ 1, _ 1, 5rr ,
we have:
tO
nr
= 4.35 radians/sec
_n = 0.55
r
to = 6.06 radians/sec
n
_n = 0.51
P
a = 0.08 radian/sec
Roll Response to Lateral Wind Step Input -- We are now ready to determine
the roll response of this heading loop to a wind step.
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With i(S) equal to {0, 0, -U1/3 ° , we find p(S) from Equation (B42) to be:
p(S) =
/
-U1/3o IL r + K¢' (-S + N r)
_-- (N/i) -L_ _
-UI AS 5+ BS 4+ CS 3 + DS 2 + ES 2 + F!
and
1
¢(S) = g p(S)
Applying the Final Value Theorem, we find that:
¢SS = 0
However, we are more interested in the initial transient of the roll response,
since switchover to the weathercocking mode will take place in less than one
second. The roll angle at switchover will depend on the actual switching delay
as well as the peak inthe roll angle response if switching did not occur.
The value of this peak in roll angle response, Cpeak' can be found approxi-
mately by applying a modified final value theorem, since " a" is much smaller
than w or ¢0
nr np"
First, rewriting the expression for ¢(S) with the denominator of the left hand
side in factored form, we have:
7
(-S+ _Nr)IS/3o[(Lr + S ) (N_)-
J
¢(s) = (S2+b'S+ e') (S2 +bS + c) (S +a)
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Applying the modified final value theorem, we have for the cruise conditions
and A/P gains under consideration:
where:
lim rio K_ N_ _o K_
Cpeak = S ¢(S) -S -*u C Ct _K-¢ -
a < u < ¢Onr, ¢Onp
From the expression we can see that for a given step wind decreasing the
ratio of__K__ would decrease ¢ peak and therefore the roll remaining after
K¢
switchover to the weathercocking mode.
However, this ratio also determines the first order time constant associated
with the heading response, that is:
_HLT
_ 1 _ E U 1 K¢
a F g I_
so that a decrease Cpeak is accompanied by an increase in TH. .
L T
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D2 Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop
This configuration is shown in Figure B2.
The control equations are:
= r
5a haP+ 6at+ 6a_
6 r = 6rr r
Combining the control equations with the vehicle equations of motion and ex-
pressing the result in matrix form, we have:
Kp
- +L L +-- L_--p -r S
-S + --rN N/3
L g/S -U 1 UI(-S+Y v)
-I
P
- 7
I
I
I
r , = i(S) (B46)
where:
i
V
_ = L 5 +LLp a 6ap p
K_= L6a 6a_
L r = Lsa 6ar + L r
N r = Nsr 5r r + N r
and
i(S) = [ K, )S ,0, 0 for a step in heading of _io' and
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i(S) = 0, 0, -U 1_o for a step in lateral wind, Yc0G(o) , where 0
-YG(o)
U
1
Response to Step Change in Heading -- With i(S)
Equation B46, we obtain:
= ( K*_i°S
r(S)
-U 1
S 2
S 5 + BS 4 + CS 3 + DS 2 + ES + F I
where
A= 1
---[ +L]B Nr + Yv -p
C = N Y + N 3 + L (N r + Y ,)
--r v -p - v
D
L/_
-_Lp{__Nr + N_) - gu1--
U1 _Lr - L_
- g N_K,
, 0, 0) , solving
The steady state value of _ can be found by applying the final value theorem
to $ .... where:
• _j-
_( = _1 r(S)s) s
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Applying the Final Value Theorem:
_S = lim S_(S) = lim r(S)S S -'0 S -_0
_ K_ _i N_g
The transient response modes of the system can be found by approximate
factoring as performed in the previous section.
The first step is to factor the fifth order polynominal into a product of first
order and fourth order polynomials. As in the previous section, we have:
AS 5 + BS 4 + CS 3 + DS 2 + ES + F
(AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 + DS + E)(S+ a)
(B46a)
when:
F
a = _-----
E
O
and:
B >>_A
C >>orB
D >>aC
E>>_D
Evaluating the coefficients A through F at cruise condition and A/P gains of:
we have:
= 6 a = = =6ar 0.4; _ 0. 025; 5rr 0.22; 6ap 0.
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A= 1
B= 11.1
C= 48.5
D= 129
E= 35.4
F= 1.69
For these values we can see that the inequalities hold and therefore, the
factoring is valid. Secondly, we test to see if the decoupled roll response
is a factor following the procedure employed in the previous section.
The decoupled roll response can be found as before by letting _ =
opening up the heading loop
reduces to:
__P _U 1
0 and
(i. e., letting K_= 0). Equation (B46} then
The characteristics equation of this system is:
S2-L S-L g = 0
-p -r U 1
Therefore we will test whether S 2 + bS + c is a factor, where:
W
b = - L
--p
Lrg
C -
U 1
However, before we proceed we note that for representative values c is much
smaller for this case than for the preceding case, and the damping factor much
greater. In this case the damping factor is about 3, while it was only about
0.5 in the previous case.
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With such a large damping factor an additional level of factoring is possible.
Thus:
(S 2 +bS + c) _ (S + b) {S +-_}
Multiplying out the right hand side, we see that the validity of the approxi-
mation requires that
b>> c_
b
With the values of gains and stability derivatives used in evaluating the
fifth order polynomial coefficients we have:
b= 6.70
c = 1. 422
C
- 0. 212b
Therefore the inequality holds and approximation is valid.
We now return to testing whether S 2 + bS + c is a factor of the fourth order
polynomial of Equation (46a).
Dividing the fourth order polynomial by the quadratic, we have, as obtained
previously:
W
AS 4 + BS 3 + CS 2 + DS + E
2
S +bS+c
_2 , L_ .^,± rlS+r2
= o _ _ _, S2+bS+ c
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where:
b' =B-b
!
c = C-c-bb'
r 1 = D - cb' - be'
I
r 2 = E - cc
Expressing the b' and c' in terms of aircraft stability derivatives and auto-
pilot gains we have:
b' = -(_N r + Yr )
L
' + N + --r____gg
c = NrYv _ U1
As was shown previously,
AS4+BS3+CS2+DS+E_(S2+bS+c) (S2+Ij S+e')
if Irll<<D and Ir21 << E
W
Evaluating r I and r 2
we have:
=4.8r I
r2= 10.4
for the conditions considered in this section (Page B56)
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Comparing to D and E respectively, we see the inequalities hold and the
approximation is good.
Recapitulating, we have:
AS5 + BS4+ CS3 + DS2+ ES+ F
(S2 +btS + ct) (S2 + bS + c) =
(S2 + b'S + c') (S + b) (S +-_-)(S + a)
where
b = -L
--p
L
c =--rg
U 1
b t = -(Nr + Yv )
L
' N_ --rgc =NY +
--r v U 1
F
a =I E
The critical frequency of the response for yaw disturbances is:
with a damping factor of:
b t
_nr - 2V c,
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For roll we have:
tonp =
b
gnp=
which can be expressed approximately as two single order terms with
crossover frequencies at:
_i = b
And the lowest cross-over frequency:
F
a - E
Evaluating these terms at the conditions given on page B56, ,we have:
V
Wnr = 4.2' rad/sec
_r = 0.53
_np = 1.19 rad/sec
_p = 2.8
a = 0. 048 rad/sec
tOp = 1.42 rad/sec
_2 = 0. 212 rad]sec
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We are now ready to find the roll response to a lateral wind step input.
Roll Response to Lateral Wind Step -- The roll response to step wind can
be found by letting:
i(s) = [ 0, 0, -UI_ o]
and solving Equation B46 for p
p __
-UI_ o [N/3 (_Lr + _) -L_(-S +__Nr)]
-U 1
$2 [AS 5 + BS 4 + CS 3 + DS 2 + ES+ F]
1
Applying the final value theorem to ¢ =_- p. _ve find that the steady state
value, ¢SS equals zero.
However as indicated previously, for dual mode application we are
interested in the peak value of the initial response, ¢ peak"
As in the previous heading loop investigation we will use a modified final
value theorem.
O
First we write the expression for ¢ using the factored form for the
denominator of the right hand side:
Thus:
1 1
¢ = --p = --
S S
/3° [N_ (_Lr +_) -L/3(-S + Nr) ]
1 $2 IS c)
S 2 + b + c') (S + b) (S + b (S+ a)
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We can find Cpeak by applying a modified form of the final value theorem:
Cpeak = lim S¢ = lim
S -u- S -u
o [N_ (L__r+ _-L/3 !; S +Nr) ]
_1 S2 'S ') c)
S 2( +b + c (S+ b) (S + o (S +_)
where
C
b> u>_-
Since
K_ << L
u r
N >>u
D r
a< <u
2 'u t ,u +b +c _a
we have
Cpeak =
(N__L r - L_N_ r)
c/b
-/3 o (N_L r - L_N r)
L
(NrY v + N/_ --rg) (Lp)
-- U 1
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or
¢peak _
-_o (N_Lr - L_Nr)
This shows that the magnitude of Cpeak
size of L .
-p
can be reduced by increasing the
Increasing Lp, however, also increases the damping of the roll response,
which has a marked effect on the settling time of the heading loop.
As in the previous case, we find that a compromise is required between
limiting Cpeak and providing adequate heading loop response.
0
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D3 Heading Loop with "Wings Leveler" Inner Loop; Heading
Error Feedback to Rudder
The block diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure B3.
The control equations are:
5 a = 5apP + 5arr
5 : 5 r+5 r
r rr r _ -S---
Combining the control equations with the vehicle equations of motion and
expressing the result in matrix form, we have:
B
-S + L L L_
--p --r P
0 -S+N + K_
--r S N3
-ff-g -U 1 U 1 ( - S+Yv)
- Vt! ! = i(S (B47)
where
L = Lsa 5 + L
--r ar r
L = L6aSap + L
--P p
K_ : Nsr6r_
N r = N6rSrr + N r
( i ')= 0, o 0 for a step change of _ioin heading, and:and i(S) (i S '
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i(s)
-Ull 3 }= O, O, o for a step change in lateral wind magnitude, YWG 0
where
YWG
0
_ -
o U 1
Response to Step Change in Heading -- With i(S)
solving Equation B47 we obtain:
= 0, -_S_i, 0
r "_
-U
1 [AS5+ BS4+CS 3 ]+ DS 2 + ES + F
S 2
where
@
A = 1
B =-[Nr + Yv + Lp]
= + L (Yv + Nr) + NH - K_C NrY v _p _
D = - [Lp (NrY v+ N_) - K_(Lp+ Yv )]
E : - 11
L_K#
F = g U1
The steady state value of _ can be found by applying the final value theorem
to _(S) where
_(S) = _-r(S)
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Thus:
_SS : lim S_(S)= lim K_i°L_g
S -_ S-_ r(S) = " LBgK_b
As in the preceding discussion, we may find the form of the transient res-
ponse mode in terms of the aircraft stability derivatives and A/P gains.
The inequalities of the preceding section are found to hold for cruise condi-
tions and the following AlP gains:
5 = 0.4
ar
Sap = 0
5r,-- 0.1
5rr = 0.22
Therefore, by following the procedures of the preceding section, we find
as the approximate factors of the fifth order polynomial:
V
or
where
b
C
b'
g
C
a
Ls_+b'S+c'i[$2+bs+c]Is+ai
[s2+b'S+c']Is+b] Is+_ ][ s+a]
L
= _---r_
U 1
= _ (N r + Yv )
= N_ -K_+N Y
--r V
F
E
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The critical frequencies and damping factors for the response modes are:
to =
nr
b #
_nr - 2
¢Onp 5¢f-c-c
b
_np - 2V-r
F
a = E
to = b
Pl
Evaluating these frequencies at the representative condition (Page B67)
we have:
to
nr
= 4.52 rad/sec
_nr = 0.491
to = 1.2
np
_np = 2.8
to = 6.7
Pl
to = 0.21
P2
a = 0.0966
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For convenience in checking the numerical results of this section the values
of the fifth order polynomial coefficients are given for these conditions:
A = 1
B = 10.6
C = 28.2
D = 134
E = 35.5
F = 3.43
We can now proceed to find the roll response to a lateral wind step.
Roll Response to a Lateral Wind Step-- The roll responseto a lateral wind
can be found by letting
i(S) = <0, O, -Ul_o}
and solving th Equation for p
u1 Bs4 os3+Ds2 F3
S 2
Applying the final value theorem to ¢(S)
........ ¢SS_L_L_ v_-,-u,c, iS zei_o.
1
r,_,, we find that the steadyS
To find the peak value attained by the roll angle, ¢peak' during the transient,
we proceed as in the previous sections, using a modified final value theorem.
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£
/
First, expressing ¢(S)' with the denominator of the right hand side of the
equation in its factored form we have:
S L r N_ - L_ -S +N r +--S--
¢(s) =
1 +b'S+ c ] S+ I c IS+, b]=+..... =1b .
Applying a modified form of the final value theorem to ¢(S) we have:
S-_ S-_ 7 S2+b'S+c'' S+b] S+b- I
where
e
b <_ <-_
Since
v
we have
K_ <<N
N >>_
--r
a<<_
2 b I I ,+ _+c _c
¢ peak =
-8 0 [_LrNl3 L_-Nr]
C 'b
-_o[_-r=_- "_]
NI] + K_ + NrY v I _Lp
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or
¢ peak _
-/3o [LrN _ - L_N-r]
This is the same result we obtained in the preceding section and as before
we note that increasing _ will decrease Cpeak"
Also, as in the preceding heading loop an increase in L increases the
--p
damping of the roll response, lengthening the heading loop settling time
following a disturbance. Thus, as before a compromise between limitation
of Cpeak and fast heading loop settling time is necessary.
V
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E. "CONSTANT HEADING t' FLIGHT PATH CONTROL
The configuration is shown in block diagram form in Figure 48.
The control equations are:
5a = 5a¢ _ +Sa_/_
r
5r - 5r_ S: 5rrr +
Combining the control equations with the vehicle equations of motion,
expressing the result in matrix form,
wind, YWG where G ° = - YWG '
O' O
U 1
and
we have for a step change in lateral
we have:
K¢ -- _---
+ L L/_ p
-S + Lp _ r
o -S+N_r +__LS N_
_K u
S I(-S + Yv )
r
o
o
-UlJ3ol
where
(B58)
K¢ = L6a6 a ¢
W L/_ = LsaSa_ + L_
N __
--r N5rSrr
K_ = NSr5 r
13 = - YWGo
0
u i
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To describe the performance of this flight path control concept we must
obtain expressions for the steady values of yaw, _SS and sideslip 3SS,
following a step change in the lateral wi nds, since:
YGss YWG o + U1 (_SS + _SS )
See B8
Therefore, for:
YGs S = 0
YWG(o )
_SS ÷ _SS - U 1 - 3o
(B59)
Yaw Response to Step in Lateral Winds -- Solving Equation B58 for r(s ),
we obtain:
= --p
r(s) -UI 5
S2 [AS + BS4+CS3+ DS2+ ES + F]
where
O
A
B
= 1
: -[ +L ]N-r Yv p
C = -rN Yv+ Lp(Yv +-Nr) + N_ - K_- K¢
D = - [Lp(NrY v + N_) - K_(Lp + Yv ) - K¢(_N r + Yv)!_- --
E = - U---1g IN_Lr - -LB N-r 1- K¢iNrY_ v + Nl3 - K_]
- g [L3K,-KcYvK¢]F U1
g_L_
U 1
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To find _SS we apply the final value theorem to _(S)
where
1
*(s)-- r(S)
Thus:
_SS = lim
S-.o
s+Lp
-:U1 i AS 5 .................$2 + BS 4 + CS 3 +DS 2 + ES + F]
We note that _SS = 0, unless F = 0.
For F = 0, _SS becomes
I -8 oNE K¢
_SS F= 0 E
(B60)
Sideslip Response to Step in Lateral Wind
O
Solving Equation for /3 (S) ' we obtain:
_(s)
I + -S+N +
-UI_ ° -S + L]_ --r
-U 1
$2 [AS 5+ BS 4 +CS 3 + mS 2 + ES + F!.:
To find _SS we apply the final value theorem:
As for ___RSwe find_ss = 0, unless F =
final value theorem:
I _oKcK_
_SS F:0 - E
0. With F = 0, however then by the
(B61)
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Steady State Value of the Sum of _ and _ -- It was shown at the beginning of
this discussion that the relationship:
_ss+ *ss_ _o
must be satisfied for zero error in YG"
We have already noted that unless F = 0, _SS and _SS will both be zero in
the steady state ( for F > 0) or divergemt (for F < 0).
With F = 0, however, we have by combining our previous results:
I -/3 o(_ss+*ss)F=o ........E E
(B62)
Before substituting for E, we note that E can be written as:
-g
E
- U 1 N/3Lr -K¢ (NB - KI],) +
B ut:
F =
Substituting in expression for E, we obtain:
L_g KcYv] NU 1 -r
-g
E - U N_L - K¢ (N_-K_) + F "--
N
--r
For F = 0, therefore
E I - -g
F= 0 U1 N_L r - K¢(N_-K¢
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and:
-13oK¢ (N_ -KI_ )(3ss+ )
F= 0 -g
UI N_L r - K¢ (N3 - K_)
and the error in (/3SS + _SS ) can be expressed as:
g N3L r
¢(_SS + _SS ) = _o U 1 K¢(N3-K_)
(B63)
The error in YG is therefore:
gN_L r
• = U1 = o -
e'Y G ¢(13SS + _SS ) 3 K¢(N/3 K_)
(B64)
W
It is important to note that Equations (B63) and (B64) are valid as long as
F= 0. If F _ 0 then Equations (B63) and (B64) are valid after the initial
transient, and then _ and _ converge to zero (F positive) or diverge
(F negative)• The convergence or divergence is exponential, and the
associated time constant can be expressed by borrowing the results of
previous sections, as:
-g IN_L - L/3N r] -K¢[NrYv + N/3 - K_,]E r
F "_l-g L_K_- KcYvK _
A Physical Interpretation of F = 0
(B65)
The condition that F = 0 for a stable non-zero steady state is equivalent to
the requirement that the conditions for static stability with a non-zero side-
slip be satisfied.
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For static stability the summation of roll movement and side forces must
equal zero, when yaw and roll rates are zero, respectively. The conditions
which must exist to achieve this state with/3 _ 0 can be found from Equation
From Side Force Equation:
g¢+ U1Yv/3 = 0
or
(B66)
From roll movement equation
K¢¢ : _L/3/3
or
K¢
(B67)
In order to satisfy both Equation (B66) and (B67) simultaneously, we must have
or
_L/3 _ -UIY v
K¢ g
L/3
U1 + KeY v =
0
which we can see is equivalent to having F = 0.
__ can be chosen to make F= 0 by the appropriate amount of/3 feedback to aileron.
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Roll Response to a Wind Step
In a manner similar to that used to find --,_SSIF= 0
shown that:
and _ SS IF= 6
it can be
i¢ SS F= 0 E (B68)
k.._ -,d
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APPENDIX C
ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAMS AND POTENTIOMETER SETTINGS_
COMPUTER DIAGRAMS
The linearized equations of motion were used for the simulation of the Cessna 310.
These equations are listed for the pitch axis in this appendix and in Appendix B
for t_he lateral axis. They have also been noted on the analog diagrams (Figures
C1 and C2) for ease in comparing the equations to the simulation.
The aerodynamic data has been estimated for the Cessna 310 and is typical of
twin-engine light aircraft. The flight conditions have been selected for the
cruise, approach and climb phase.
Not all of the concepts are shown on the computer diagrams. Typical feedbacks
are shown on the diagrams so that a correlation can be made with the block
diagrams in the text. The block diagrams list the over-all gain for each feed-
back for ease in duplicating the simulation in the future.
The pitch and lateral potentiometer settings are listed and correspond to the
computer diagrams.
O
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Figure CI. Lateral Axis Computer Diagram
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Figure C2. Pitch Axis Computer Diagram
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Lateral
Po.__._t Quantity
A1 Y
V
A2 Ybr/U1
A3 g/U 1
A4 10 Yr/U1
A5 10 Y /U 1P
A6 N
r
A7 N
P
A8 N_/40
A9 Nsa/4
A10 NSr/40
All L/_/40
A12 Lp/10
A13 L /4
r
A14 LSa/40
A15 573/4U 1
A16 Wind _
Slope
A17 YWG ] 100_
A18 U1/573
C ruis e Climb
-0. 240
+0. 083
-0. 159
+0. 063
+0. 103 +0. 179
+0. 072
-0. 0277
+0. 093
-0. 054
-1.06
-0. 841
-0. 184
-0. 335
+0. 446 +0.210
+0.539 +0. 545
-0. 356
-0. 157
-0. 585 -0.215
-0. 672 -0.512
O. 223 O. 403
-0. 920
-0.400
+0. 458 +0.795
Varies with input
0. 5463 0.3141
Approach
-0. 114
+0. 049
+0. 233
+0.092
-0. 075
-0.809
-0.424
0.134
O. 543
-0. 092
-0.132
-0. 409
0. 431
-0.2 35
+i. 038
0. 2409
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Pitch Axis Settings - Cessna 310
Pot
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AIO
All
Quantity
C ruise Climb Approach
8000 ft S.L. S.L.
313 ft/sec 180 ft/sec 138 ft/sec
X -0.021 -0.028 -0.069
U
X +0.044 +0.086 +0.103
W
g/U 1 +0.103 +0.179 +0.233
M_ -0.036 -0.053 ,0.041
M /10 -0.600 -0.640 -0.695
M -0. 072 -0. 105 -0. 090
q
MSe/10 -0. 990 -0. 477 -0. 242
Zw/4 -0. 395 -0. 303 -0. 230
ZSe/U 1 -0. 263 -0. 226 -0. 148
Z -0.206 -0.362 -0.466
U
U1/573 +0.546 +0.314 -0.241
A12 U 1/573 +0. 546 +0. 314 +0. 241
A13 U 1/573 +0. 170 -0. 075
A14 U1/57.3g +0. 170 +0. 0975 +0. 075
NOTE: The value given for C mSe in the Cessna aerodynamic
data looks like it is oii by a factor of 10 in comparison
to other aircraft. Accordingly, it was reduced for these
studie s.
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION
For pitch and lateral axis stability the following simplified equations of motion
have been used:
a +-v-O = 0
1. u - X u u - X U1
2. M& & +Mq q +Mqq+M 6 5e= 0
e
Z5 e
3. Z a +_ 5 +Z _+q = 0
w U 1 e w
g Y r
4.
Yv_ +--_i 5r _ U1
+ ¢ + r--L--
5. Nrr +Npp+ N_ +N 6 6 a+N 6
a
5 -r : 0
r
r
= 0
6. "L_ + Lpp+ Lrr + L 5 5 a- _ = 0
a
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APPENDIX D
CESSNA 310 AERODYNAMIC DATA
Condition
Cruise
C limb
Approach
Altitude
(ft)
8,000
0
0
Densit X
(slug/ft 3)
0. 0018
0. 00238
0. 00238
Velocity
U1
(ft/sec)
313
180
138
Weight
(Ibs)
4, 600
4, 600
4, 600
Dynamic
Pre s sure
(lbs/ft 2)
88.1
38.6
22.6
m
Wing area (S)
Mean aero. chord (C)
Span (b)
Aspect ratio (AR)
Tail length (Lt)
Aileron area (one) -
Aileron chord
Elevator area
]_levator chord
Rudder area
Rudder chord
I
XX
I
ZZ
I
YY
Center of gravity at 33 percent MAC
2
175 ft
5.08 ft.
35.8 ft
7.3
15 ft (estimated)
6.38 ft 2
1.13 ft
2
21.7 ft
1.29 ft
11 ft 2
1.75 ft
2585 slug ft 2
4446 slug ft 2
1789 slug ft 2
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APPENDIX E
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
a
cg
a..
lj
g, G
h
Ix, Iy, I z
I
xy
L, M, N
- normal acceleration measured at c.g. location, ft/sec 2
- direction cosine
- acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2
- altitude, ft
- rate of climb or descent, ft/sec
- roll, pitch, yaw moments of inertia, slug ft 2
- product of inertia with respect to X-Z axis, slug ft 2
- roll, pitch and yaw moment per unit of inertia (1/sec 2) positive
for climbing right-hand turn
Lv; Lp; Lr, L_,
1 _L 1 _L
L6a, L6r, : I-- _---; i-- 3--'r" ; etc.
X X
M, Mq, M u
Np, Nr, NI3,
m
1 _M 1 _M 1 _M
I _a ' I _q " I _u
Y Y Y
N : 1 _N. 1 _M etc.
6r I _p' I _r;
Z Z
- vehicle mass
n
P
r
- load factor or normal acceleration of the airplane,
- roll angular velocity, rad/sec (positive right roll)
- pitch angular velocity, rad/sec (positive nose up)
- yaw angular velocity, rad/sec (positive nose right)
gls
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- Laplace operator
T
a
u 1
U,V, W
- time constant associated with response of aircraft
to elevator deflections, sec
- steady-state forward velocity, ft/sec
- body velocities along X, Y and Z axis respectively, ft/sec
u A , VA,W A
fi
- fl
U =
U
- body velocities
- rate of change in perturbation velocity along x axis, ft/sec 2
percentage rate of change in perturbation velocity, 1/sec
- U
u 1
V
W 1
X, Y, Z
(also F x, Fy, F z)
_(G' Y G' ZG
X ; X
U W
=l ZX.
- dimensionless change in perturbation velocity
- linear velocity along Y axis, ft/sec
- steady-state velocity along Z axis, ft/sec
- forces along the body X, Y and Z axes per unit mass
- inertially-fixed winds from along flight path, lateral to
flight path, and normal to ground
M _u
- velocities with respect to inertial space along flight path,
normal to flight path, and in altitude
1 bX
'Mbw
Y
V Yr' Y P ' Y6r -
i bZ
Z6e -Zw ' M bw "
7
1 bY 1 bY 1 bY
M b_ Ul ;-M b--r ; M bp ' etc.
i bZ
M b6e
- airplane fuselage reference angle of attack, deg
- sideslip angle, radians (positive toward starboard)
- change of flight angle, radians
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8
a
5
e
5
r
Bar, Sap, 8a¢
8rr, 8r_
8e_, 5eO, etc.
c_, cO, c¢
s_, sO, s¢
- aileron deflection, rad (positive right aileron down)
- elevator deflection, rad (positive down)
- rudder deflection, rad (positive left rudder)
autopilot gains, e.g., Bar is degrees of aileron
commanded for each degree of yaw rate
cosine _, cosine O, cosine ¢
sine _, sine O, sine ¢
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APPENDIX F
ENGINE THRUST DIFFERENTIAL
The magnitude of twin engine thrust mismatch was estimated, in order to evaluate
its effect on flight path control accuracy. For the Cessna 310 at cruise (213 mph,
8 K feet) :
CD = 0. 031
cruise
X = 6.12 feet (distance from aircraft x axis to engine
thrust line)
= 2.5 degrees
p = 1.87 X 10 -3 (air density)
S = 175 ft 2 (wing area)
V = 313 ft/sec
D
mg- 4600 lbs
= Drag - 1/2 C D pSV 2
= 1/2 (0. 031) (1.76 X 10
= 468 lbs
-3) (175) (313) 2
V
_r___ 4.'.-- r_t. .... _ _ r_ ,_ ,-u .4- _ct _in t_
= 468 + 4600 x 2.5/57.3
= 468 + 201
- 669 lbs
= 335 ibs/engine
T
mg
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Assuming engines are matched to 3 percent thrust
Differential thrust - 0.03 (335) - 10.05 lbs
Moment = 10.05 (6.12) = 61.2 ft-lbs
At cruise
N6r = 14.24
I Z = 4446
Rudder moment .. 14.24 (4446) = 1100 ft-lbs
57:3 deg 5 r
61.2
Required rudder to trim engine mismatch = 1100 0.056 degree
A similar procedure was used to estimate effect of engine mismatch at climb
and approach conditions. Following is a summary of the results:
Moment Due to Required Rudder
Flight Engine Mismatch to TrimCondition (ft-lbs) (deg)
Cruise 61.2 0.056
Climb 129 0.26
Approach 89 0.31
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APPENDIX G
VERTICAL AND LATERAL WIND PROFILES
VERTICAL WIND PROFILES
A literature search was made to obtain vertical wind profile data for low
altitudes (to 10K feet),
One study (Ref. i) provides data for determining the vertical wind gradient
under conditions of high winds (>26 mph), where thorough mixing reduces
thermal stability effects. It is concluded that the vertical wind gradient may
be approximatedbythe exponentiallaw V_=I-_0) P, where V=wind speed,
Z = altitude, P = a constant for a particular locatlon, and subscript 0 is a
reference level. P was found to vary from approximately 0.1 to 0.3, depending
primarily on the terrain at a given location. For fairly flat terrain the value
is 0.1 to 0.15.
A second study (Ref. 2) provides data which permits calculation of the
wind velocity profile - when data on the wind at any given level is known.
The following formula is used to calculate the velocity and direction of the
wind at any height:
fz
C z = C I _ and _ = 5 z - 51
where C z is the sought wind velocity, C 1 is the known wind velocity at any
fixed level Zl, _ is the sought angle of deviation of the wind direction at
level z from the given wind direction at level z I (positive, if z > Zl, i.e.,
wind at level z deviates to the right of the wind at level Zl).
The values fz' fl' 6z' and 6 1 are determined from Table GI.
the
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Table G1. Coefficients f and 6 for Unstable, Equilibrium and
Stable Conditions
Height
(meters)
1
3
5
10
15
20
30
50
80
100
150
200
300
400
500
600
800
1000
1200
1500
2000
2500
3000
Unstable Condition
f 5
0.46 0
0.57 0
0.61 0
0.66 0
0.68 0
0.70 0
0.73 0
0.75 0
0.77 0
0.78 0
0.80 1 o
0.81 1o
0.84 i°
0.86 1°
O. 88 2°
0.90 2°
O. 94 3°
0.97 5 °
O. 98 6:
1.0 7°
1.0 9°
1.0 ii °
1.0 13 °
E quilibriurn
0.39 0
0.50 0
O. 54 0
0.60 0
0.63 0
0.66 1 °
0.69 1 °
O. 73 1 °
0.76 1 °
O. 78 2°
0.82 2 °
0.85 3°
0.91 5°
O. 96 7°
0.99 9 °
O. 99 10 °
1.0 13 °
1.0 15 °
1.0 _'n°,
Stable Condition
f 5
0.36 0
0.47 0
0.53 1o
O. 61 1o
O. 66 2°
O. 69 2 °
O. 74 2 °
0.80 3 °
0.88 5 °
0.91 6 °
O. 98 i0 o
1.0 13 °
i. 0 17 °
1.0 19 °
1.0 20 °
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Example: The wind velocity at z = 10m is equal to 5m/sec. The condition
of the atmosphere is unstable. Find the velocity and direction of the wind
at z = 500m.
From the table we find the values of the coefficients fl0 and 510
"unstable condition" for 10m, and f500and _500 for 500m.
in the
In the given example fl0 = 0.66, 510 = 0, f500 = 0.88, 5500 = 2 ° . Then
C500 = 6.7mlsec., i.e., the velocity at z = 500m is equal to 6.7m/sec.,
and the direction is 2 degrees to the right of the surface wind.
The two methods check reasonably well, depending on the value of P chosen
for the equation of Ref. i.
It is expected that the wind profile data will be helpful in approximating wind
variations during changing-altitude flight conditions (approach, climbout,
letdown). Additional studies will be made of wind gradients at constant
altitude to realistically simulate wind variations for the cruise condition.
LATERAL WIND PROFILES
A literature search failed to disclose relevant information on horizontal
wind profiles. As a result, the following wind profiles were arbitrarily
selected for evaluating the cruise mode:
I0, 20, 40 fps
Ramp Crosswind Changes 0.66, 1.33, 2.66 fps/min
Selection of the minimum ramp wind change is probably the most critical
consideration, since this establishes sensor threshold requirements for
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several concepts. The minimum ramp of 0.66 fps]min was chosen because
it represents a wind change which, undetected, produces a cross-course
deviation within the accuracy tolerances previously set up (assuming that
approximately half the total tolerance can be assigned to this source).
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